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In this work we analyse and develop shock capturing techniques to improve the behaviour of Finite Element
Methods (FEM) for discontinuous solutions. The first step of the research consisted of investigating the state of
the art of the current shock capturing (SC) techniques. After reading several papers and publications, we have
selected the most interesting methods to analyse them. We have organized the methods presented in this work
in three groups: SC techniques for continuous Galerkin (CG) methods, SC for high order discontinuous Galerkin
(DG) methods and limiters. The last two groups contain the most recent methods proposed in the context of DG
methods. The SC for CG have also been extended to DG and high order.
A Fortran 90 code has been developed in order to implement the methods in the literature. The code is capable
to solve the convection-diffusion-reaction equation (and in particular the transport equation) using FEM in space
and θ-methods for the integration in time. It is also able to use continuous and discontinuous Galerkin in space
as well as any order of approximation. The selected SC methods of the literature have been implemented. The
objective of the code was to understand the behaviour of these techniques and be able to propose modifications
and even new SC schemes. In particular we proposed what we called gradient jump viscosity method (GJV) in
the context of the SC for CG methods.
All these methods have been tested and the results can be found in the last part of this document. We have
shown that the new method proposed in this work, GJV, turned out to be the most efficient one.
Notation
Ω Spatial domain of the problem. In 1D, Ω = (a, b)
T Nh Mesh partition of Ω
N Number of elements in the mesh
Ki Element of the mesh
h Size of the mesh
xj Nodal point associated to T Nh
Ωj Macroelement associated to xj
F(xj) Set of faces that contain the node xj
Kˆ Reference element Kˆ = [−1, 1]
Fi Linear mapping from Ki to Kˆ
Pk Space of polynomials of degree k in K
V Space of the spatial solution
Vh Finite dimensional approximation of V
Nh Dimension of Vh
Γh Set of boundaries of all the elements in T Nh
Eh Set of faces of the elements of T Nh
E0h Set of interior faces of the elements of T Nh
T (Eh) L2 functions on Γh, double valued on E0h
{·} Average
[[·]] Jump
〈·〉 Harmonic average
∆t Time step width
tn n-th time step
ρ(A) Espectral radius of the matrix A
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Introduction
The objective of this work is to investigate the state of the art of the SC methods and compare the
most successful ones. In order to do so, a code has been implemented in Fortran to solve the convection-
diffusion-reaction 1-dimensional problem :
(1)
{
ut − (µux)x + (βu)x + σu = f in Ω
u(x, 0) = u0(x) x ∈ Ω
with Dirichlet Boundary conditions (only on the inflow boundary if the equation is hyperbolic)
(2)
u(a, t) = ga(t) t > 0 if µ > 0 or β(a, t) > 0
u(b, t) = gb(t) t > 0 if µ > 0 or β(b, t) < 0,
or periodic Boundary Conditions:
(3) u(a, t) = u(b, t) t > 0.
The idea is to test the behaviour of the different numerical methods to this problem for solutions that
present shocks and therefore cannot be well-captured with common methods. In particular we will focus
in the transport problem
(4) ut − ux = 0
with periodic boundary conditions in an interval (a, b) and initial solution u0. The solution to (4) is
u(x, t) = u0(x − t). This means that if there is a shock in u0, this is maintained for all t > 0 with
the corresponding numerical complications. We are interested in implementing different effective finite
elements (FE) techniques (and develope new ones if necessary) that are capable to capture this shock in
few mesh elements and that, at the same time, control the spurious oscillations that appear around them
when the Galerkin methods are used.
1

Part 1
Numerical Background

Chapter 1
Finite Element Methods
1.1. Notation
We have used Galerkin methods to discretize the problem in space. Given a partial differential equation
(PDE) such as (1) and its space domain Ω, the discrete methods are built on a certain discretization (a
mesh) of Ω. In the 1-dimensional case, the domain is simply Ω = (a, b) and we have used a regular mesh
of the form:
(5) T Nh =
{
Ki = [xi−1, xi] := [a+ (i− 1)h, a+ ih]; i = 1, · · · , N, h = b− a
N
}
Given xi, we call macroelement Ωi to the union Ki ∩ Ki+1. This definition can be generalized in any
dimension, Ωi is the union of all the elements of the mesh adjacent to xi. Also we can define F(xi) as
the set of faces that contain the node xi. In the 1D case, we simply have F(xi) = xi.
In order to fix the notation we define the reference element Kˆ = [−1, 1] and the bijective linear mapping,
Fi, between Kˆ and the i-th element Ki:
(6)
Fi : Kˆ −→ Ki
x 7−→ a+
(
i+
x− 1
2
)
h
Finally we denote by Pk the space of polynomials of degree at most k in Kˆ = [−1, 1]. We will work with
solutions uh such that F
−1
i (uh|Ki) ∈ Pk ∀i, for a certain k.
1.2. Weak form
Considering the L2-inner product:
(u, v) =
∫
Ω
uv dx
we define the bilinear functional a¯ as
5
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(7)
a¯ : H1(Ω)×H1(Ω) −→ R
(u, v) 7−→ (µux, vx) + ((βu)x + σu, v),
As with s ∈ [0, T ] as
(8)
As : L
2(0, T ;H1(Ω))×H1(Ω) −→ R
(u, v) 7−→ (ut(s, ·), v) + a¯(u(s, ·), v)
and the linear functional
(9)
l : H1(Ω) −→ R
v 7−→ (f, v).
So we require f ∈ H−1(Ω).
The weak form associated to (1) at time t = s is:
(10) Find u ∈ H1(Ω) such that As(u, v) = l(v) ∀v ∈ H1(Ω).
1.3. Discrete weak form
We will use FEM to solve the problem in space. This means that the solutions are in a suitable finite
dimensional space Vh, of dimension Nh. This space is associated to the mesh partition and it is such that
V0 = lim
h→0
Vh is dense in the space of the solutions V (generally H1(Ω)).
Once the domain Ω is discretized, we define a basis of Vh, {φj}Nhj=1, which will depend on the method
that we want to use. Now the discrete solution of the problem at time t can be expressed as
(11) uh(x, t) =
Nh∑
j=1
uj(t)φj(x), x ∈ Ω
Moreover we can adapt the previous bilinear forms to this finite dimensional space. We define ah, A
s
h
and lh as the trivial restrictions of a¯, As and l on Vh.
The FEM consists of solving the following problem:
(12) Find uh ∈ Vh such that Ash(uh, vh) = lh(vh) ∀vh ∈ Vh.
Finally, we define the mass matrix M = (mij) and the matrix A = (aij) by
mij = (φi, φj) and aij = ah(φi, φj),
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and f = (fi), with fi = (f, φi). Then, (12) can be expressed in the following matrix form:
(13) Find u(s) ∈ RNh such that M∂tu(s) + Au(s) = f(s).
1.4. Continuous Galerkin method
The first approach to the method is by means of the standard Galerkin method (CG from now on). The
standard Galerkin method at time t is defined as follows:
(14) Find uh ∈ Vh such that
(
vh,
∂uh(t, ·)
∂t
)
+ ah(uh(t, ·), vh)− lh(vh) = 0 ∀vh ∈ Vh.
In this case Vh is a finite dimensional space of continuous functions. In general we have used
(15) Vkh = {v ∈ C([a, b]) | v|Ki ◦ Fi ∈ Pk}
We define a set of points {yj}Nhj=1, that include the nodal points xi, which will be associated to he basis
{φj} in such a way that φj(yi) = δij . Function φj has compact support Ωi if yj = xi and Kj if yj ∈ Ki
and yj 6= xm ∀m.
1.5. Discontinuous Galerkin method
The discontinuous Galerkin method (DG methods from now on) uses discontinuous basis functions whose
support is only one element of the partition. Fluxes are defined on the faces between elements; they
depend on the values of the solution at both sides of the face.
Concretely we have used the interior penalty (IP) DG method described in [14] for the diffusive part
combined with the DG method for hyperbolic problems described in [6] for the advective part. Before
introducing it, we give some notation.
• Γh is the set of all the boundaries of the elements of the partition.
• Eh is the set of the faces of the mesh. Moreover E0h = Eh\∂Ω
• T (Eh) =
∏
K∈T Nh
L2(∂K). Functions in T (Eh) double valued on E0h and single valued on ∂Ω. Moreover
we can define T(Eh) = [T (Eh)]m for any m > 1.
Given K1,K2 ∈ T Nh two consecutive elements of the mesh, let e ∈ E0h be the common face, e = K1 ∩K2.
Let n1,n2 be the unit normal vectors on e pointing exterior to K1 and K2, respectively. Given q ∈ T (Eh)
and v ∈ T(Eh), let qi := q|∂Ki and vi := v|∂Ki . We define the average {·} and the jump [[·]] on e for q
and v as follows.
{q} = 1
2
(q1 + q2), [[q]] = q1n1 + q2n2 for e ∈ E0h,
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{v} = 1
2
(v1 + v2), [[v]] = v1 · n1 + v2 · n2 for e ∈ E0h.
Finally the harmonic average of a function k on e is
〈k〉 = 2k1k2
k1 + k2
The method used is defined by:
∑
K
(vh, ∂tuh)K +
∑
K
µ(∂xvh, ∂xuh)K −
∑
K
(∂xvh, βuh)K +
∑
K
σ(vh, uh)K
−
∑
xi
〈σ〉 [〈[[vh]], {∂xuh}〉xi + 〈[[uh]], {∂xvh}〉xi]+∑
xi
〈σ〉
δ
(〈[[vh]], [[uh]]〉)
+
∑
xi /∈∂Ω−
〈[[vh]], {βuh}〉xi +
∑
xi∈E0
ce 〈[[vh]], [[uh]]〉xi =
∑
K
LK(vh)−
∑
xi∈∂Ω−
|β|fvh,
where δ is the IP constant and is chosen to be δ = 10p2 (see [39] for a discusion about that choice) and
ce =
|β|
2 (see [6] for a discusion).
1.6. Linear stabilization of the continuous solution
The linear stabilization that we have used consists of adding the term
(16) r(uh, vh) =
N∑
i=1
∫
Ki
P(vh)τ iR(uh)
to the left hand side of (10). R and P vary depending on the method used. It is necessary to remark
that these methods are not shock capturing methods but stabilization methods necessary to avoid the
effects of convection dominating problems.
1.6.1. Streamline Upwind Petrov-Galerkin (SUPG).
The SUPG stabilized method described in [12,13] consist of taking the following values for P and R.
(17) RSUPG(uh) = ut − (µux)x + (βu)x + σu− f
(18) PSUPG(vh) = β∂xvh
By the very definition of the residual term R(uh) the method is strongly consistent. This stabilization
method avoids the spurious oscillations that appear when the problem is convection dominated. The
parameter τ has to be suitably chosen. An interesting discussion about different values for τ can be
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found in [28]. In our code the value used is the same as the one used by Codina in [13] for p = 1 but
generalized for any p, as it is discussed in [4, 36],
τ =
1
4µp4
h2 +
2ap
h + σ
.
The SUPG stabilized solution is obtained by solving the following problem.
(19) Find uh ∈ Vh such that Ash(uh, vh) + rh(uh, vh) = lh(vh) ∀vh ∈ Vh
In this work we will present some methods that use the stabilized solution given by (19) with the values
of R and P described in (17) and (18) respectively. We will also add artificial viscosity (even though
the SUPG method already adds diffusion to the problem) with different methods that will be introduced
later on.
1.6.2. Subgrid scales.
The subgrid scales method was proposed by Hughes in [24] and it is a refinement of SUPG which considers
that any function in the space of the solutions can be decoupled in
u = u¯+ u′,
where u¯ is the part of u that can be represented by the the finite element (FE) space corresponding to
the mesh used. Assuming that u′ ≡ 0 on the skeleton of Ω, we would obtain the exact solution to the
problem by using
τR(uh) = τut −M(L(uh)− f) = −M(−(µuhx)x + (βuh)x + σuhx − f)
and
P(vh) = ut + L∗(vh) = vt − (µvhx)x − (βvh)x + σvhx ,
where M is a function defined by M(v)(y) = v′(y). Obviously this function has to be approximated.
Depending on the approximation used we will obtain different subgrid scales methods.
1.6.3. Orthogonal subgrid scales.
Let the function Πh be the L
2(Ω)-projector to the finite element space used and Π⊥h be the L
2(Ω)-
projection to the space perpendicular to the finite element space used. It can be defined also as:
Π⊥h u = u−Πhu.
Now we can define the orthogonal subgrid scale method by redefining R and P as:
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ROSS = Π⊥hRSUPG = Π⊥h ((µux)x) + Π⊥h ((βu)x),
POSS(vh) = β∇vh.
The projection is approximated using nonlinear iteration counter on i in the following way:
Π⊥h u
n,i ≈ Π⊥h un,i−1.
1.6.4. Improved Mizukami-Hughes method.
Not all the stabilization methods correspond to the scheme defined at the beginning of this section. Here
we present one stabilization technique that was particularly defined to capture shocks.
Petr Knobloch in [31] presented an upwind stabilization method which is in fact an improvement of the
method presented in 1985 by Mizukami and Hughes in [37]. This method is only defined for 2D and
triangular meshes. The idea is to modify the test function ϕi in the following way
ϕ˜ = ϕ+
∑
K∈Th
ai∈K
CKi χK ,
where χK is a piecewise constant function that takes value 1 in K and 0 on the rest of the domain. The
constants CKi are to be determined. The value of C
K
i will depend on the direction of β with respect
to each grid triangle K and it will be chosen in such a way that the local convective matrix is nonnegative.
Looking at the results presented in [28], the results obtained with this method are very good but we were
not interested in them because of the limitation to 2D and triangular meshes.
Chapter 2
Integration in Time
2.1. The θ-method
Let us consider the θ-method, 0 ≤ θ ≤ 1, for the time integration. That is, once we have applied FEM
to the spatial integration and we have obtained the matrix formulation of the spatial discretized ODE
(20) M∂tu(t) + Au(t) = f(t),
we discretize the time interval [0, T ] in Nt + 1 steps
{
tn = n∆t; n = 0, · · · , Nt, ∆t = TNt
}
and we
integrate in time using the following rule:
(21)
{
u0 = u0
M(un+1 − un) = ∆t [−A[θun+1 + (1− θ)un] + θf(tn+1) + (1− θ)f(tn)]
We know that the θ-methods are stable for any value of ∆t if θ ∈ [0.5, 1]. For θ ∈ [0, 0.5), the method is
only stable if
(22) ∆t <
2
(1− 2θ)ρ(A) ≈
2
(1− 2θ)Ch
2
where ρ(A) is the spectral radius of the matrix (the largest absolute value among all the eigenvalues).
The implemented code is able to perform any θ-method, 0 ≤ θ ≤ 1, for the ingration in time. Most of
the times we use the Crank-Nicolson (C-N) rule which corresponds to θ = 12 and it is an unconditionally
stable non-dissipative method. The following theorem extracted from [40] shows the advantages of this
choice concerning the convergence.
Theorem 2.1.1. Assume that a(·, ·) is H1(Ω) coercive and that ∂u
∂t
(0) ∈ L2(Ω), f ∈ L2(Ω× [0, T ]) with
∂f
∂t
∈ L2(Ω × [0, T ]). When 0 ≤ θ < 12 , assume, moreover that (22) holds. Then, if u(t) is the solution
of (20) and un is defined as in (21), they satisfy
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(23) ‖un − u(tn)‖0 ≤ Cθ∆t
(
‖∂u
∂t
(0)‖20 +
∫ T
0
‖∂f
∂t
(s)‖20
) 1
2
for each n = 0, 1, · · · , Nt.
When θ = 12 , under the additional assumption
∂2f
∂t2
∈ L2(Ω × [0, T ]) and ∂
2u
∂t2
(0) ∈ L2(Ω), the following
estimation also holds:
(24) ‖un − u(tn)‖0 ≤ C(∆t)2
(
‖∂
2u
∂t2
(0)‖20 +
∫ T
0
‖∂
2f
∂t2
(s)‖20
) 1
2
for each n = 0, 1, · · · , Nt.
The constant Cθ, C > 0 are non-decreasing functions of α
−1 (α is the coerciveness constant), γ (the
continuity constant) and T (the final time) and are independent of Nt, ∆t and h.
We have to remark that most of the literature about shock detection presented in forthcoming chapters
use explicit methods while we use an implicit one.
2.2. Shock capturing and artificial diffusion
Most of the shock capturing methods of the next chapters consist of adding artificial diffusion (AD) to
the equation (20) in those elements in which shocks are detected. Notice that the AD at time tn should
depend on the solution at that time. There are different ways to compute the integral in time concerning
this fact. We have implemented the two following schemes.
2.2.1. Explicit artificial viscosity. The standard integration in time consist of solving the problem
un+1 − un
∆t
+ (A+ ε(un)∂xx) (θu
n+1 + (1− θ)un) = θfn+1 + (1− θ)fn.
In this case the artificial viscosity in the step n + 1 is computed with the value of the solution at the
prvious step, un. The drawback of this method is that it is applying the viscosity in an explicit way since
the amount of AD used in the calculation of un+1, εn, depends on the position of the shocks for un and
this could be inaccurate when using large time steps.
2.2.2. Fully implicit methods. In order to avoid the problems described above, we applied nonlinear
iterations in order to consider the AD implicitly. The idea is that, given a tolerance δ > 0 we solve the
following problem for m = 1, ...,M for some M ∈ N a maximum number of iterations.

un+1,0 = un,
un+1,m+1 − un
∆t
+
(
A+ ε(un+1,m)∂xx
)
(θun+1,m+1 + (1− θ)un) = θfn+1 + (1− θ)fn,
un+1 = un+1,m+1 if ‖un+1,m+1 − un+1,m‖L2 ≤ δ or m+ 1 = M.
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We have noticed that most of the methods implemented do not converge when applying this technique.
This behaviour will be explained in the following chapters.

Chapter 3
Gibbs Phenomenon and Other Concepts
In this chapter we present the phenomenon that we will try to avoid with the shock capturing techniques
as well as some other concepts used in the methods in the following part of the work.
In general the solutions of the CDR problem present no shocks even when the initial data is not smooth.
But in the case of the transport problem, µ = σ = 0, if the initial data has a discontinuity, this is preserved
for all times since the solution of the equation is a shift of the initial function. That is the reason we focus
on this problem and in the stabilization methods available to minimize the possible oscillatory effects
without smearing too much the solution.
3.1. Gibbs phenomenon
Let g be a piecewise continuously differentiable periodic function with a jump discontinuity. It has been
observed that he nth partial sum of the Fourier series of g presents large oscillations near the jump.
These oscillations may increase the maximum value of the partial sum above that of the function g itself.
In general, the overshoots do not die out as the frequency increases, but they approach a finite limit.
When we try to solve a problem with a shock using numerical techniques we can observe how they tend
to introduce oscillations around the shocks. In Fig. 1 we show the solution obtained when solving the
transport problem with CG, DG and also with the SUPG stabilized CG. The solution is a shift of the
initial solution, which is a pulse. We can appreciate how the solution after one period presents strong
oscillations. They are sharper in the standard CG case. The DG and SUPG approximations already
introduce some dissipation but do not eliminate the oscillations around the shock.
In the following section we introduce some concepts that will be useful to analyse the properties and the
behaviour of the forthcoming SC techniques.
3.2. Discrete maximum principle
This concept is discussed in various articles such as [7,8,15]. For the continuous steady-state problem, it is
well known that the maximum principle holds, that is, the solution attains its maximum at the boundary
when the source term f is non-positive. We will say that the discrete maximum principle (DMP for
15
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Fig. 1. Test 20. (p,N) = (1, 200). Gibbs phenomena. IP DG, CG and SUPG
stabilized CG.
short) holds for our method if this property is inherited in some sense. Burman and Ern introduced in
[7, 8] introduce two different concepts: weak and strong DMP with the following definition.
Definition 3.2.1. We say that the semi-linear form a˜h(u
h, v) has the strong DMP-property if the fol-
lowing holds true: ∀uh ∈ Vh and for any interior vertex xi, if uh is locally minimal (resp. maximal) on
vertex xi over macro-element Ωi (u
h(xi) ≤ uh(x),∀x ∈ Ωi ) then there exists αK > 0 such that
(25) a˜h(u
h;ϕi) ≤ −
∑
e∈F(xi)
αe|[[∇uh]]e| (resp. a˜h(uh;ϕi) ≥
∑
e∈F(xi)
αe|[[∇uh]]e|).
Definition 3.2.2. We say that the semi-linear form a˜h(u
h, v) has the weak DMP-property if it satisfies
the criterion of the strong DMP-property for local minima under the additional assumption that the local
minimum is negative.
Codina proposed the following definition of DMP in [15]. It is applied to the matrix form and it is weaker
than the Strong DMP condition introduced before.
Definition 3.2.3. Let {xi; i = 1, · · · , Nfp} be the interior points of Ωh and {xi; i = Nfp + 1, · · · , Ntp}
the points on the boundary. Then the DMP holds for discrete problem Axi = b iff for any b with non
positive elements i.e. for bi ≤ 0 and i = 1, · · · , Nfp, the vector x is such that
max
i=1,··· ,Ntp
xi = max
i=Ntp+1,··· ,Nfp
xi.
This is to say that the maximum nodal value is located at the boundary.
The DMP has consequences concerning the convergence properties of the numerical scheme.
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3.3. Legendre polynomials and orthonormal basis
When working with FEM the basis used to compute the polynomial solutions in the reference element Kˆ
is the nodal basis. Concretelly in one dimension we use the Lagrange functions {ϕk}pk=0 to approximate
Pp in each element of the mesh. Each function ϕk is associated to the kth node of Kˆ, zk, in such a way
that ϕk(zj) = δkj . The explicit definition of the function is:
(26) ϕk(z) =
(z − z0) · · · ̂(z − zk) · · · (z − zp)
(zk − z0) · · · ̂(zk − zk) · · · (zk − zp)
.
But we could consider other basis of Pp. In some of the methods presented in this paper we are going to
use the modal coefficients associated to the Legendre’s basis {ψk}pk=0. This basis is orthogonal and its
elements are defined bas follows
(27) ψk =
1
2kk!
d
dxk
[
(x2 − 1)k] .
In our code we compute these elements using the explicit definition:
(28) ψk =
1
2k
k∑
n=0
(
k
n
)2
(x− 1)k−n(x+ 1)n.
Concretelly we will also use the orthonormal basis {φ˜k} defined by φ˜k = ψk‖ψk‖0,k .
3.4. Total variational disminishing methods
Assume f = 0 in (1) and let unh be the FE solution to (1) at time tn given by a certain scheme. Then we
say that the scheme used is Total Variational Disminishing (TVD) if for each n = 0, · · · , N − 1
(29) |un+1h |TV ≤ |unh|TV ,
where the seminorm | · |TV is the total variation
|unh|TV =
∑
1≤i≤N
|unh(xi)− unh(xi−1)|.
This means that no spurious oscillation can be created from one step to the next, which makes sense if
there are no forces applied to the problem. Another option is to define the total variation of the mean.
Let uni be the mean of u
n
h in the element Ki, then the total variation of the local means is defined by
|unh|TVM =
∑
1≤i≤N
|u¯ni+1 − u¯ni |.
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It might happen that the method is not TVD but is that only the total variation of the mean is bounded
(30) |un+1h |TVM ≤ |unh|TVM .
Then the scheme is Total Variation in the Means Diminishing. On the other hand. If |u¯n+1h |TV is not
bounded by |u¯nh|TV but it is bounded in the following way
|un+1h |TV ≤ |unh|TV + CMh,
the scheme is called Total Variation Bounded (TVBM). We have used two constants, C and M in the
definition of TVBM because M is related to some parameters of the method that can be modified while
C is an arbitrary constant. We will show some examples of these kinds of methods in Section 5.1.
Part 2
Shock Capturing Methods

Chapter 4
Artificial Diffusion methods for Continuous
Galerkin
We have seen that conventional methods do not capture properly the functions with shocks or sharp
slopes. We have also introduced some linear stabilization methods and have shown that the SUPG was
not capable to avoid all the spurious oscillations neither. Those methods were linear methods when ap-
plied to linear problems. Now, we consider SC methods that introduce additional nonlinear stabilization
terms in order to better capture shocks. They not only detect the parts of the solution affected by the
Gibbs phenomena but stabilize them in order to compute a solution as smooth as possible.
Later literature have put a lot of effort in developing SC schemes for discontinuous Galerkin methods
but there were already several shock capturing methods originally developed for the standard continuous
Galerkin method. We will focus in these CG methods first and present some of them in this section.
All the methods in this chapter use what is called artificial diffusion (AD) to capture the shocks. The
AD methods aim to smooth the solution near from the shock by adding viscosity locally to the regions
where shocks are detected in order to spread the shock over a layer of elements and be able to capture it.
The technique can generally be decomposed in two actions. First of all they use a criterium to detect the
shock. The detector has to be capable of determining in which elements of the mesh the solution is not
smooth. On the other hand the methods have to decide the correct amount of viscosity that they have to
add in the detected element. Once this is compute at time tn the integration in time is performed using
the schemes described in Sections 2.2.1 and 2.2.2.
4.1. SOLD Methods with residual scaled viscosity
As it is pointed out in John and Knobloch [26, 28], there are several SC methods for problems with
positive diffusion that consist in adding some extra diffusion to the SUPG method in the neighbourhood
of the layers of the solution. They named these method Spurious Oscillations at Layers Disminishing
(SOLD) methods arguing that the shocks are already well captured by the SUPG stabilization and that
these methods only remove the remaining spurious oscillations around them1. The ones presented in this
section use the residual term Rh to compute the amount of extra diffusion added. They are appplied to
1In fact, they work with convection-diffusion equations (convective dominating) so they also argued that the solution of
those problems do not present shocks but sharp layers.
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the hyperbolic transport equation.
These methods add the term
(31)
∑
K
(εK(u
h)uhx, v
h
x)K
to the left part of the Equation (19). John and Knobloch tested several models such as the ones used by
Hughes et al. in [25] with
ε = σRh(uh)β · ∇uh|∇uh|2 .
The definition of σ varies depending on the method. Hughes et al. in [25] used
σ = max{0, τ(β||h − τ(βh)},
where β
||
h is the projection of β in the direction of ∇uh (in 1D this would correspond to β or −β). The
parameter τ is given by
τ(b)|K = h
2|b|p
(
coth(PeK)− 1
PeK
)
,
where PeK =
|β|hK
2µpK
is the Pe´clet number. This is one of the possible values one can use for the value of
τ in (16). Some other similar SOLD methods are proposed in [2, 18,19,29,32] and tested in [26].
We have implemented a more recent method introduced by Lube and Rapin in [36] and later used by
Bause and Schwegler in [4]. They proposed to improve the SUPG stabilization by adding cross-wind or
isotropic viscosity; we are only concerned about the isotropic artificial diffusion that they propose. The
name of isotropic is given in contrast to the methods that only add diffusion in the direction orthogonal
to the streamlines. Notice that in one dimension it does not make sense to talk about orthogonal diffusion
because there is only one direction. The method described here will be called residual viscosity method
in later analyses.
The general SC stabilized methods presented in [4, 36] fit in the following scheme :
(32) As(u
h, v) +Asc(u
h;uh, v) = Ls(v)
where As and Ls correspond to the stabilized equation and Asc correspond to the viscous term to capture
the shock. In general it can be defined as
(33) Asc(w;u, v) =
∑
K
(εK(w)Dscux, vx)K .
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The parameter Dsc is a matrix since in the multidimensional case we consider ∇u in the place of ux and
with this matrix we can decide in which direction we want to add the viscosity. Since we do not need
such a thing in 1D, we take Dsc = 1. The 1D tests in chapter 8 use the following definition of ε
εK(w) =
lK(w)|RK(w)|2
‖w‖H1(K) and Dsc = 1.
They prove that for lK small enough the h convergence of the original method is maintained.
4.2. Edge viscosity methods
Other kind of SC methods, similar to the previous one, are what we call edge viscosity methods. The
name of these methods is that because they use the values of the jumps and the means at the faces of the
elements to compute the amount of viscosity added. Some methods of this kind can be found in [7,9] and
are tested in [28]. Since the results obtained for the CDR problem did not seem to be satisfactory, we
did not implement them. However, we have worked on another method not tested in [28] based on sim-
ilar ideas to solve Burger’s equation in [8], getting quite impressive results. It is presented in what follows.
In [8], Burman introduces a shock capturing method that guarantees the DMP. As we are going to
see next, the method could be included in the previous Isotropic Diffusion scheme, but we classified it
separately since the amount of diffusion does not depend on the residual in each element but on the jump
of the value of the derivative between elements. The general expression for the method introduced in [8]
is
(34) a˜h(u
h, vh) = ah(u
h, vh) +
∑
K
(εK(u
h)uhx, v
h
x)K ,
where ε(uh) has to be such that:
(H1) ε(uh)uhx is locally Lipschitz continuous.
(H2) There Exists C > 0 such that 0 ≤ ε(uh) ≤ Ch‖uh‖L∞ .
(H3) ε(uh) is sufficiently strong to make the method enjoy a DMP.
Burman has proved that the previous conditions hold in 1D for linear elements and a lumped mass matrix
for the Burgers equation if εK(u
h) = ε(uh)|K is defined by
εK(u
h) = νh‖uh‖∞,K
(
max
x∈∂K
|[[uhx(x)|]]
2{|uhx|}
)q
,
with ν and q to be chosen. In [8] they used ν = 0.5 and q = 100. Since we are solving the CDR problem,
we need to modify this definition to be consistent. Moreover we have noticed that the method is far
more effective used as a SOLD method than as a pure artificial diffusion method. So we proposed a new
method inspired in this shock detection and that consist in adding the term (33) to the SUPG stabilized
equation (19) with εK(u
h) = ε(uh)|K defined by
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(35) εK(u
h) = νh‖β‖∞,K
(
max
x∈∂K
|[[uhx(x)|]]
2{|uhx|}
)q
.
The method is defined for any order of approximation (the method proposed by Burman in [8] is applied
only to p = 1) and we have used ν = 0.54p−3 and q = 10. We have chosen the value of the variable ν
empirically and a further analysis would be necessary to justify the choice. The results are practically
the same for any q ≥ 10. We have called this new method gradient jump viscosity method (GJV).
Notice that
|[[uhx(x)|]]
2{|uhx|} ≤ 1 and, moreover,
|[[uhx(x)|]]
2{|uhx|} = 1 if and only if the value of the derivative have differ-
ent signs at each sides of the node. When q is a large value, εK ≈ νh‖uh‖∞,K when there is a change of
slope and very small in the rest of cases.
Notice that this criteria to apply the artificial diffusion is based on the change of slope between elements
which is the same criterion used by the limiters that we are going to introduce in the next chapter.
4.3. Entropy-based artificial viscosity
These latter years Guermond et al. in [5,20–22] have proposed an alternative way to compute the artificial
viscosity in order to remove the effect of the Gibbs phenomenon. The technique is similar to the Isotropic
Diffusion but instead of taking the value of the residual of the equation to compute the diffusion, they
use the residual of the entropy equation.
Given a suitable pair of entropy functions, (E,F ), the entropy solution of (1) is such that the entropy
inequality holds:
(36) ∂tE(u) + ∂xF (u) ≤ 0.
An example of entropy functions for the transport problem are E(u) = F (u) = u2. Guermond et al.
proposed to scale the artificial viscosity in the following way
(37) εent|K = cEh2 ‖∂tE + ∂xF‖∞,K‖E − E¯‖∞ ,
up to a maximum value
(38) εmax|K = cmaxh‖β‖∞,K .
The value E¯ is the mean value of the entropy function along the domain. The parameters cE and cmax
are to be chosen suitably. This method is named entropy viscosity method in the experimental chapter.
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In [22], Guermond et al. proposed a quadratic approximation of the derivatives of the entropy functions
but we conform ourselves using a linear approximation as follows:
(39) ∂tE(u)|tn(xi) ≈
E(unh(xi))− E(un−1h (xi))
∆t
,
(40) ∂xF (u)|tn(xi) ≈
E(unh(xi+1))− E(unh(xi))
h
.

Chapter 5
Limiting Techniques
As we will see in this section and the next one, several shock capturing methods have been developed
using the IP DG method. We could expect this methods to be more effective to capture the shocks since
the solution can have jumps between elements and moreover the method is already more stable than CG
as it can be observed in Fig. 1. Our results though, does not show any clear improvement with respect
to the previous cases.
We will present two kinds of stabilization of the numerical discontinuous solution in the vicinity of a
shock:
• The stabilization by limiting the solution at each time step
• Addition of artificial viscosity to the problem
In this chapter we introduce the limiting techniques; the AD methods will be presented in the next one.
We call limiters to a set of methods that stabilize the solution at each time step. This is, after the solution
is computed, a post process called limiting is applied to stabilize it before the following time step. We
have implemented two of this methods, the linear slope limiter proposed by Cockburn and Shu in [11]
and the high-order limiting proposed by Krivodonova in [34]. Both method are applied for DG since the
solution is modified element by element and the boundary values might change.
5.1. Linear slope limiter
This first limiter was introduced by Cockburn and Shu in [11]. They proposed a DG method for the
problem ∂tu + ∂xF (u) = 0 where they used Runge-Kutta (RK) of order 3 for time integration and at
each time step they applied the slope limiter (SL) to stabilize the obtained solution.
The SL, noted ΛΠh, is a nonlinear projector constructed in such a way that the RK iterations are stable.
These properties enforce the stability of the method. We will imitate this procedure with our θ-method.
In particular, as its own name indicates, the SL is constructed in such a way that the slope of the function
cannot be very sharp unless there is a shock. The slope limiter used in the linear case is defined by
ΛΠ(vh)|Ij = v¯j + (x− xj− 12 ) · m¯
(
∂xv
h
j ,
v¯j+1 − v¯j
h/2
,
v¯j − v¯j−1
h/2
;M
)
,
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where vh is the function that we want to be stabilize, v
h
j = v
h|Kj and v¯j is its mean value in the element
Kj . Notice that since we are using linear functions, ∂xv
h
j can be considered an scalar value since it is
constant in Kj . Finally m¯ is the corrected minmod function which is defined as
m¯j(a1, a2, a3;M) =

a1 if |a1| ≤Mh2
m(a1, a2, a3) =
{
sign(a1) · min
1≤n≤3
|an| if sign(a1) = sign(a2) = sign(a3)
0 otherwise,
where M is an approximation of an upper bound of the absolute value of the second order derivative.
This function eliminates the spurious behaviour around the shocks. The idea is that if the slope of the
function vhj is very sharp (greater than Mh
2), it is limited to be the minimum in between the difference
of means with its neigbourhood elements. In case that the sign of the derivative changes, the function is
limited to be a constant value in the element.
When we work with nonlinear problems the procedure is similar. The nonlinear solution in each element
is projected to P1 and ΛΠ is applied to the projected solution. Once the process is finished we recover
the nonlinear solution in the element Ki using the following criteria: if the SL has not been activated in
Ki for the projected solution we recover the original values but if the SL has modified the solution we
keep the linear modified solution in Ki. Cockburn and Shu in [11] proved that this method is TVD if
M = 0 and TVBM otherwise.
5.2. High order moments limiter
This method is similar to the previous one but it can be applied to high order polynomial approximations
without the need to linearise the solution at each element. It was introduce by Krivodonova in [34]. In
this method we express the solution within each element Kj in the orthogonal Lagrange basis,
U j = F−1j (u|Kj ) =
p∑
k=0
qjkψk.
This solution is limited by limiting its coefficients with the minmod function described in the SL case
but using M = 0:
(41) q˜jk = m¯
(
qjk, D
+k
j , D
−k
j ; 0
)
,
for D+kj and D
−k
j suitable quantities that will be defined below. The objective of this limiting is to
control the k-th derivative of the solution. We know that
• The leading term of the k-th Legendre function, ψk, is akxk with ak = (2k)!
2kk!k!
.
• Using that any x ∈ Kj can be expressed as x = 1−ξ2 xj + 1+ξ2 xj+1,
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(42)
∂k−1U j
∂xk−1
=
(
2
h
)k−1
(2k − 3)!!qjk−1 +
(
2
h
)k−1
∂k−1
∂ξk−1
p∑
m>k−1
qjmψm(ξ)
• and
(43)
∂kU j
∂xk
=
(
2
h
)k
(2k − 1)!!qjk +
(
2
h
)k
∂k
∂ξk
p∑
m>k
qjmψm(ξ).
• On the other hand the approximation of ∂kUj
∂xk
with forward differences is:
(44)
∂kU j
∂xk
=
(
∂k−1U j+1
∂xk−1
− ∂
k−1U j
∂xk−1
)
/h =
(
2
h
)k
(2k − 3)!!
2
(qj+1k−1 − qjk−1)+(
2
h
)k
∂k−1
∂ξk−1
p∑
m>k−1
1
2
(qj+1m − qjm)ψm(ξ).
• A Taylor series expansion of the solution reveals that in the absence of discontinuities, qjk is in fact
an estimate of ∂kxu up to a scaling factor
(45) qjk ≈ Ch∂kxξ for ξ ∈ [xj , xj+1].
Thus, in the absence of discontinuities we can assume that (44) approaches (43) and thus, using (45) we
have that
(
2
h
)k
(2k − 1)!!qjk +
(
2
h
)k
O(hk+1) ≈
(
2
h
)k
(2k − 3)!!
2
(qj+1k−1 − qjk−1) +
(
2
h
)k
O(hk+1).
Therefore, for smooth regions,
(46) qjk =
qj+1k−1 − qjk−1
2(2k − 1) +O(∆x
k+1).
Now, we are able to define suitable D+jk and D
−j
k for the method:
{
D+jk = αk(q
j+1
k−1 − qjk−1),
D−jk = αk(q
j
k−1 − qj−1k−1).
The parameter αk must be chosen in such a way that it avoids instability but it does not produce a
loss of accuracy. The interval where αK can take values is αk ∈
[
1
2(2k−1) , 1
]
. The option proposed by
Krivodonova in [34] is αk = 1 ∀k, which gives the widest possible admissible range to the value qjk . After
this limiting, the solution is expressed again in the nodal basis. The idea is that in those parts where the
solution is smooth the limiter will not be activated and in the rest it will be modified by reducing the
degree of approximation using the following scheme:
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Algorithm 1 Modifying the modal coefficients with the Moments method
stoplim=.true.
for k = p · · · , 1 do
for j = 1 · · ·N do
if stoplim(j) then
q˜jk = m(q
j
k, αk(q
j+1
k−1 − qjk−1)), αk(qjk−1 − qj−1k−1)
if q˜jk = q
j
k then
stoplim(j)=.false.
end if
else
q˜jk = q
j
k
end if
end for
end for
So they are modified from the highest moment to the lowest one and if in one of them the detector is not
activated, the modification is stopped.
For the particular case p = 1 we have that the computational solution in the reference element Kˆ
associated to the Kj is U
j(x) = qj0 + q
j
1x. Notice that in the linear case, q
j
0 = U¯
j and qj1 is the slope of
the solution in Kˆ. The stabilized solution in the refence element Kˆ obtained after applying the moments
stabilization will be U˜ j = qj0 + q˜
j
1x with
q˜j1 = m¯(q
j
1, (q
j+1
0 − qj0), (qj0 − qj−10 ); 0).
Thus,
U˜ j = U¯ j + x · m¯(∂xU j , U¯ j+1 − U¯ j , U¯ j − U¯ j−1; 0).
Finally we recall that the relation between the slope in the reference element and the slope in the element
Kj is that ∂xU
j = h2∂xuh|Kj . So we can express the moments stabilized solution in Kj as
u˜h|Kj = u¯j+
2
h
(x−xj− 12 )·m¯(∂xU
j , u¯j+1−u¯j , u¯j−u¯j−1; 0) = u¯j+(x−xj− 12 )m¯
(
∂xuj ,
u¯j+1 − u¯j
h/2
,
u¯j − u¯j−1
h/2
; 0
)
.
This is the same limited solution obtained with the linear SL in the previous section with M = 0. In
conclusion, both methods are equivalent for linear elements but they differ the constant M .
Chapter 6
High Order Artificial Diffusion Methods
The methods introduced in this chapter are based on AD techniques as those in Chapter 4 and they have
been specially design to work with high order DG. As it was pointed out by Barter and Darmofal in [3],
all the methods have in common that the artificial viscosity ε is obtained by the following scheme:
ε|K = ε0SK ,
where ε0 = ε0(h, p, a) is the maximum value of the artificial viscosity and SK is the detector which scales
the amount of viscosity that the method adds at each element K. In what follows we present some of
these methods which are intended to work with high order schemes.
The advantage of the artificial viscosity methods is that for high-order approximation, the artificial vis-
cosity needed is O(hp ) where h is the spatial diameter and p is the order of the polynomial. Thus, the
accuracy of the method in the neighbourhood of the shock is O(hp ) (instead the usual O(h)).
6.1. Persson-Peraire sub-cell shock capturing
Persson and Peraire introduced in [38] the following shock capturing scheme based in the expected
decaying order of the Legendre coefficients. In what follows we present a short introduction to the
background of the construction of ε. Given the problem
∂u
∂t
+
∂F (u)
∂x
= 0,
if we add the viscosity term
∂u
∂t
+
∂F (u)
∂x
=
∂
∂x
(
ε∂u
∂x
)
,
the shocks of the original solution will be spread over layers of thickness O(ε). In the regions where the
solution is smooth, ε can be 0.
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In what follow we will show how to construct a discontinuity sensor using the modal coefficients. As we
introduced in Section 3.3, after space discretization, the numerical solution can be defined in each mesh
element Ki as a linear combination of the Legendre polynomials up to order p
F−1i (u|Ki) =
p∑
k=0
qkΨk.
If we also consider uˆ defined by
F−1i (uˆ|Ki) =
p−1∑
k=0
qkΨk,
we can define the parameters:
(47) Se,Ki =
(u− uˆ, u− uˆ)Ki
(u, u)Ki
and s˜e,Ki = log10 Se,Ki . The shock detector designed by Persson and Peraire is based on the behaviour
of the Fourier coefficients. For example, since in 1D the Fourier coefficients in smooth regions decay at
least like ∼ 1
k2
and the sensor is of squared order, they assume that in smooth regions the coefficients
qk must decay like ∼ 1
p4
. Thus they consider that the solution is smooth (and therefore we do not need
to add artificial viscosity) if Se  1
p4
. Persson and Peraire constructed the following C1 discontinuity
sensor:
(48) S(s˜e, s0, κ) =
 0 if s˜e < s0 − κ12 (1 + sin ( pi2κ (s˜e − s0))) if s0 − κ ≤ se ≤ s0 + κ
ε0 if s˜e > s0 + κ.
As we argued before, s0 must be taken ∼ log10 1p4 . Finally the parameter κ is to be chosen empirically
and sufficiently large to obtain a sharp but smooth shock profile. We have used κ = 1. The viscosity
used in each element is
(49) |Ki = ε0S(se,Ki , s0, κ).
Persson and Peraire chose ε0 ∼ h
p
. The objective of this function is to ensure that there will be no
artificial viscosity when the function is smooth and that the maximum value is ε0. We have noticed
that when u is practically 0 in an element Ki, the parameter Se,Ki can take large values that do not
correspond to the presence of a shock. So we decided to apply a filter to avoid that situation. Our filter
adds no viscosity when (u, u)Ki < 10
−8 so the solution is not modified unnecessarily.
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6.2. Klo¨ckner-Warbuton-Hesthaven viscous shock capturing
The following method was presented by Klo¨ckner et al. in [30]. The aim of the paper is to detect and
capture shocks with HOM since for low orders, p ≤ 2, the limiters work reasonably well. In fact in
that paper they develop some analysis in order to fix the optimal parameters s0 and κ for the previous
discontinuity detector
They use the following inequalities. For any polynomial P ∈ Pn and any x ∈ [−1, 1]
∣∣∣∣ ddxP (x)
∣∣∣∣ ≤ n√1− x2 ‖P (x)‖L∞([−1,1]),
also for any polynomial P ∈ Pn
∥∥∥∥ ddxP (x)
∥∥∥∥
L2([−1,1])
≤
√
3n2‖P (x)‖L2([−1,1]).
Given Ki ∈ T Nh , let q = {qˆn}pn=0 be the modal coefficients of u|ki in an L2(Ki)-orthonormal basis
{φn}Np−1n=0 . Assume that these coefficients decay as |qˆn| ∼ cn−s. In order to find the values s and c that
better fit our data, we must apply least squares on
log(|qˆn|) ∼ log(c)− s log(n),
what leads to minimize the following expression
p∑
n=0
(log |qˆn| − log(c) + s log(n))2 .
The maximum value s of the previous expression is given by
s = −
p∑
m=1
log(qˆn)(log n− 1)
p∑
m=1
log n(log n− 1)
.
Now, given q and the value s = s(q) calculated this way, if the analogy with the Fourier modal decay
holds, one would expect that
q ∈ Cs−2 \ Cs−1.
One could deduce that if s  2 the solution is clearly smooth and if s < 2 there is some discontinuity
in the neighbourhood of Ki. After some tests, Klo¨ckner et al. detected some problems when using this
simple criterion to determine the smoothness of the solution. The detector was corrected introducing
some modification in the definition of the coefficients before the computation of the parameter s. The
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first modification is called skyline pessimisation and it consists of imposing that the coefficients decay
monotonically. The new coefficients will be
q¯n = max
j∈{min(n,p−2),··· ,p−1}
|qˆj | forn ∈ {0, 1, · · · , p− 1}.
The second modification is in order to add a sense of scale to the value of the white noise with respect
to the total value of the function. They define
|bˆn|2 ∼
(
n2p
p−1∑
k=0
1
k2p
)−1
,
and then the coefficients are modified as follows q˜2n = q¯
2
n + ‖u‖2L2(Ki)(bˆj)2.
Finally they use the value obtained to decide whether the function is smooth or not. They want a
shock detector that defines an artificial viscosity such that |Ki(1) = ε0, the maximum artificial viscosity
amount, |Ki(2) = ε02 and finally |Ki(i) = 0 ∀i ≥ 3.
So they use the function:
(50) µj(sj) =
 0 if s > 3ε02 (1 + sin (pi2 (2− s))) if 1 ≤ sj ≤ 3
ε0 if sj < 1.
To choose the viscosity ε0, they consider the width of the heat kernel at time t: choosing σ =
√
2µt
after time t =
p
2
∆t and assuming that we are using ∆t ≈ h
λp2
(λ is a characteristic velocity, for example
λ = βmax), they obtain that the value for the artificial viscosity should be ε0 = λ
h
p .
Notice that this is in fact the same as to define Ki = ε0S(−s,−2, 1), where S(·, ·, ·) is the function
described in (48).
6.3. Edge stabilization viscosity
This shock detector was introduced by Krivodonova et al. in [33] to improve the behaviour of some
limiting methods. They realized that when the limiters were applied indiscriminately in all the elements,
they might limit some smooth regions. So their idea is to develop a detector which decides in which
element the limiter must be applied 1. They extracted the idea of the detector from [16] and it is based
in the superconvergence of the DG method.
Given the problem
1notice that the method is not designed to be used with artificial viscosity
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(51)
{
∂tu+ ∂xF (u) = r(u) x ∈ Ω, t > 0
u = u0 t = 0,
the discontinuity sensor defined is based on the fact that, on smooth regions, the DG solution of the
problem superconverges at the outflow boundaries. This superconvergence property has been identified
in different papers by Krivodonova et. al. [1, 17, 35]. They showed that, given the exact solution
u(x, t), the discontinuous Galerkin dicrete solution uh(x, t) in the element Ki and the mesh point x
+
i
corresponding to the outflow boundary of Ki,
(52) uh(x+i , t)− u(x+i , t) = O(h2p+1).
Consider the mesh element Ki and the inflow boundary point x
−
i , the position in the space of the last
coincides with the position of x+j for the corresponding element Kj adjacent to Ki in the inflow side.
Then the following holds true.
Ii = uh(x−i , t)−uh(x+j , t) = (uh(x−i , t)−u(x−i , t))+(uh(x+j , t)−u(x+j , t)) = O(h2p+1)+O(hp+2) = O(hp+2).
On the other hand, the value of these integrals in the neighbourhood of discontinuities will be O(1). Thus
we can define the following value:
Ij =
|uh(x−i , t)− uh(x+j , t)|
h(p+1)/2‖uh‖0,Ki
and the corresponding detector
{
q is discontinuous if Ij > 1
q is smooth if Ij < 1.
Krivodonova et al. used the Slope Limiter on the regions where shocks are detected. We have combined
this detector with an AD method. Computing the AD in the following way
ε = ε0
{
1 if Ij > 1
0 if Ij < 1,
where ε0 = λ
h
p . The results obtained with this proposed method were not satisfactory so we have not
included them in the experimental discussion.
6.4. Slope limiter-based viscosity
In Casoni’s thesis [10] and subsequent article [23] a novel method is presented. The idea is to use as a
shock detector the variation of the solution after applying the slope limiter by Cockburn and Shu.
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Given the limited solution u˜n+1h = ΛΠu
n+1
h , we want to compute the artificial viscosity ε in such a way
that
∫
Kj
u˜hvhdx =
∫
Kj
uhvhdx+ ∆t
[∫
Kj
∂xvhε∂xu
n+1
h dx
]n+1
.
Thus the expression of ε is given by:
ε =
∫
Kj
(u˜h − uh)vhdx
∆t
[∫
Kj
∂xvh∂xu
n+1
h dx
]n+1 .
If we express the solution in the interval Kj as a combination of the Legendre polyniomials uh =
∑
ciPi
and also the stabilized solution, u˜h =
∑
c˜iPi, the value of ε is given by:
ε = max(εi),
where
εi =
h2(ci − c˜i)
2(2i+ 1)
[∫ tn+1
tn
∫ 1
−1
uξ
dPi
dξ
dξdt
]−1
.
The results obtained with this method were not remarkably different from the ones obtained with other
methods in this chapter so we have not included them in the forthcoming experimental section.
Part 3
Computational Results

Chapter 7
Introduction to the Numerical Experiments
7.1. A priori error
In this section we show a comparison of the results obtained with the different methods implemented.
Before starting with the shock capturing methods we would like to show the hp convergence of the CG
and DG methods for smooth functions.
By theorem 2.1.1 we would expect the solution of Test 13 to converge with order (∆t)2. Since we are using
∆t ≈ 0.5hp the theoretical convergence is h
2
p2 . In fact, we can appreciate in Fig. 2 that the convergence
slope with respect to h is clearly 2 but for p the convergence is even sharper at the beginning. This can
be produced by the fact that the total error is a combination of the error of the finite element method,
which is of order hp+1 and the error of the integration in time,
(
h
p
)2
. In general the order of the spatial
error is much smaller than the temporal error (hp+1  h2p2 ) and only in the case p = 1 they are of the
same order. So we can observe in the p-convergence graphics that the slope between p = 1 and p = 2 is
larger than for the rest of the values, but this is because the spatial an time error have overlapped for
p = 1..
We would like to show that the spatial error of approximation is indeed O(hp+1). To do so we need the
time step to be at least of order O
(
h
p+1
2
)
. To solve Test 13 with this time step would be prohibitive for
large values of p. However, we decided to test the convergence order for p = 1, 2, 3. Results can be found
in Fig. 3. Notice that in this case the p-convergence plot is not a log-log relation but log-1. The order of
convergence is effectively 2, 3, 4 for p = 1, p = 2 and p = 3 respectively.
In the following chapters we will test the convergence of different shock capturing schemes solving tests
with smooth solution. These tests have as an objective to check that the SC is not activated in smooth
regiong since the solution is already well-captured. We have used ∆t ∈ O(hp ) to check this behaviour. So
in those test we expect the convergence to be of O
(
h2
p2
)
.
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(a) CG method, h-convergence (b) CG method, p-convergence
(c) DG method, h-convergence (d) DG method, p-convergence
Fig. 2. Test 13. hp-convergence. CG and DG. ∆t ≈ 0.5h
p
.
7.2. Tests
Before introducing the computational results obtained we present different test that have been used to
obtain them. The reader will appreciate that not all of them have discontinuities or sharp slopes, because
we also want to check if the methods work fine for smooth solutions. Several tests have been applied
during the development of the code. We will only show the most relevant ones which are the ones used
in this work to explain the behaviour of the different methods implemented (this is the reason why the
numeration seems to be random). As a model problem we have considered the transport equation
(53) ut + ux = 0 for x ∈ [a, b], t > 0
with periodic boundary conditions (BC) and an initial condition u0. The solution to this equation is a
simple shift of the initial function given by u(x, t) = u0(x− t). Even though it seems a very simple solu-
tion to approximate, we will show that a lot of problems appear when trying to compute it. Moreover it
is a challenging equation for the shock capturing methods because they are overdiffusive by construction
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(a) CG method, h-convergence (b) CG method, p-convergence
(c) DG method, h-convergence (d) DG method, p-convergence
Fig. 3. Test 13. hp-convergence. CG and DG. ∆t ≈ 0.5h p+12 .
Parameter Test 5 Test 11 Test 12 Test 13 Test 19 Test 20 Test 21 Test 22
Final time T = 2 T = 2 T = 2 T = 2 T = 1 T = 1 T = 1 T = 1
CFL C = 0.5 C = 0.5 C = 0.5 C = 0.5 C = 0.5 C = 0.5 C = 0.5 C = 0.5
Time Integration C-N C-N C-N C-N C-N C-N C-N C-N
Table 1. Time integration parameters.
and, since there are no forces in the equation, they have to introduce an amount of artificial viscosity
large enough to mitigate the oscillations but, at the same time, small enough in order to not distort ex-
cessively the solution. Time integration parameters used by the different methods can be found in Table 1.
7.2.1. Test 5. This test solves the pure transport equation (53) with a = −1 and b = 1, periodic BC
and the initial condition given by:
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(a) Initial/Final solution Test 5 (b) Initial/Final solution Test 11 (c) Initial/Final solution Test 12 and
13
(d) Initial/Final solution Test 19 (e) Initial/Final solution Test 20 (f) Initial/Final solution Test 21
(g) Initial solution Test 21 (h) Initial solution Test 22 (i) Final solution Test 22
Fig. 4. Initial and final solutions of the tests.
u0(x) = sin(5pix),
which is displayed in Fig. 4(a). The exact solution to the problem is
u0(x) = sin(5pi(x− t)).
The solution is plotted after one period, that is with final time T = 2. It is easy to see that even though
the function is smooth, it has sharp changing slopes so when we solve the numerical problem with coarse
meshes the shock indicators might be activated and the solution in that case tends to be overdiffusive.
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7.2.2. Test 11. The function we aim to approximate is extracted from [10] and it is similar to the one
used by Krivodonova in [34]. It consists in solving the transport equation (53) with a = −1 and b = 1,
periodic boundary conditions and an initial condition given by:
u0(x) =

1
6 (G(x, β, z − δ) +G(x, β, z + δ) + 4G(x, β, z)) if x ∈ [−0.8,−0.6]
1 if x ∈ [−0.4,−0.2]
1− |10(x− 0.1)| if x ∈ [0, 0.2]
1
6 (F (x, α, r − δ) +G(x, α, r + δ) + 4G(x, α, r)) if x ∈ [0.4, 0.6]
0 otherwise,
with G(x, β, z) = exp(−β(x− z)2), F (x, α, r) = √max(1− α2(x− r)2, 0), r = 0.5, z = −0.7, δ = 0.005,
α = 10, β =
log 2
36δ2
. It consists of a smooth but narrow Gaussian, a square pulse, a sharp triangle and a
combination of half-ellipses. Fig. 4(b) shows this initial condition.
This test is the one that we generally use to show the behaviour of the methods because it includes various
features that we want our methods to capture. The solution is a combination of a continuous but not
differentiable linear function (that is badly approximated if the function is overdiffusive), a discontinuous
shock and also continuous but sharp functions (which are better captured with p refinement of the mesh).
7.2.3. Test 12. This function is a simple smooth sinus under the Equation (53) with a = −1 and b = 1,
periodic BC and an initial condition (shown in 4(c)) given by
u0(x) = sin(x).
This test is useful to see if the order of convergence of the original methods is maintained when the
shock capturing methods are added and also to see whether the methods are activated or not when the
computed solution is smooth.
7.2.4. Test 13. This test consists in taking the same solution (Fig. 4(c)) than before but using the
following convection diffusion equation:
(54) ut − uxx + ux = sin(x− t) for x ∈ [−1, 1], t > 0.
The solution to this problem is smooth and we do not expect the methods to have any problem to ap-
proximate it.
7.2.5. Test 19. In this test, we apply the transport equation (53) with a = 0 and b = 1, periodic
boundary conditions and the following function as the initial condition.
u0(x) =

G(2x, 300, 0.3) if x ∈ [0.025, 0.275]
1 if x ∈ [0.35, 0.55]
F (2x, 5, 1.6) if x ∈ [0.7, 0.9]
0 otherwise,
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with G and F the function defined in the Test 11. It is extracted from [22]. Check Fig. 4(d) for a view
of the initial and final solution. This test is very similar to Test 11 but since the proportions are a bit
bigger it need less elements and time steps to compute similar results.
7.2.6. Test 20. This test considers the transport equation (53) with a = 0 and b = 1, periodic boundary
conditions and the pulse plotted in Fig. 4(e) as the initial condition. The solution is computed after one
complete period so the final time is T = 1. This is a simple function with two clear shocks which will
allow us to check the behaviour of the different methods around them.
7.2.7. Test 21. In this test we use a linear solution to the transport equation (53) with a = 0 and b = 1
and Dirichlet boundary conditions given by
u(0, t) = −t and u(1, t) = 1− t.
The solution to this test is given by
u(x, t) = x− t.
The initial condition of this test is plotted in 4(f). The idea of this test is to check the consistency of the
methods for first order elements.
7.2.8. Test 22. This test is similar to the previous one. It considers Equation (53) with a = 0 and b = 1
and Dirichlet boundary conditions given by
u(0, t) = t2 and u(1, t) = (1− t)2.
In this case the solution is the following quadratic function:
u(x, t) = (x− t)2.
The initial condition and final solution of the problem are plotted in 4(h) and 4(i). The idea of this test
is to check the consistency of the methods for quadratic elements.
Chapter 8
Computational Results for Artifficial Diffu-
sion Methods for Continuous Galerkin
The aim of this section is to compare the results obtained by the methods introduced in Chapter ??
which from now on we embrace under the label continuous Galerkin shock capturing methods (CGSC).
Three methods will be compared and we have labelled them as follows: Residual Viscosity Method (RV)
(it corresponds to the method described in Section 4.1), the Gradient Jump Viscosity Method (GJV)
(Section 4.2) and the Entropy Viscosity Method (EV) (Section 4.3).
We start showing some plots of the results obtained with each method so the reader can have an idea of
how they behave. Fig. 5 shows the results obtained for RV when solving the problem in Test 11 with 400
DOF using SUPG stabilization alone (in blue) and RV (in red) with the parameters in Table 2. As it
was concluded in [26], we can observe an improvement of the SUPG method but the spurious oscillations
are not completely removed in some parts and in some others the method is overdiffusive.
Fig. 6(a) show the results for the computational solution of Test 11 for GJV with 400 DOF with different
orders of approximation, using the parameters specified in Table 3. As it can be appreciated in Fig. 6,
the results obtained with this method are very good. It works good for all the degrees of approximation
and moreover, as we will show later, it can be extended to DG with similar results. Let us remark that
the original method proposed by Burman do not use any additional stabilization but we do use GJV
with SUPG stabilization. Fig 6(b) shows how worse the method behaves without SUPG stabilization,
we included it here to justify the choice of working with SUPG stabilization.
Finally Fig. 7(a) shows some results obtained when solving Test 11 with EV with 400 DOF. The
parameters used are displayed in the Table 4. We can observe that this method seems more dissipative
than the previous ones.
From now on, unless otherwise stated, it will be assumed that the parameters used with each method are
the ones corresponding to Tables 2, 3 or 4. In RV, The parameter ρ has been chosen empirically and it
clearly depends on p to be optimum but we were not able to determine a simple function to approximate
our empirical results.
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(a) (p,N) = (1, 400). (b) (p,N) = (4, 100).
Fig. 5. Test 11. 400 DOF. Solutions of SUPG with and without RV.
(a) (p,N) = (1, 400), (4, 100). (b) (p,N) = (1, 200) with (blue) and without (red) SUPG
stabilization.
Fig. 6. Test 11. GJV. Solutions.
An important observation is that, when using EV,we are taking E(u) = (u− 0.5)2 instead of E(u) = u2.
In this way both the spurious oscillations at y = 0 and y = 1 are equally smoothed. The idea was
extracted from the entropy viscosity method code that Jean-Luc Guermond uploaded in his web. This
is clearly a disadvantage of the method because for different problems we would need to change the
definition of the entropy function in order to obtain optimal results. We show in Fig. 7(b) the results
of the method with the same mesh partition as before but using E(u) = u2, it can be easily appreciate
that while the oscillations in y = 1 have been already smoothed there are remaining oscillations at the
bottom level.
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(a) E(u) = (u− 0.5)2. (b) E(u) = u2.
Fig. 7. Test 11. EV. (p,N) = (1, 400), (4, 100). Solutions.
Parameter Value
εK(wK)
lK(w)|RK(w)|2
‖w‖H1(K)
RK(w) wt − (µwx)x + (aw)x + σw − f
lK ρτ
ρ(p) ρ(1) = 0.6 ρ(2) = 0.72 ρ(4) = 1
ρ(8) = 1.3
τ
1
4µp4
h2 +
2ap
h + σ
Linear stabilization SUPG
Integration in time Explicit AD
Table 2. RV parameter values used in the numerical experiments (if not spec-
ified).
Parameter Value
εK νh‖β‖∞,K
(
max
x∈∂K
|[[uhx(x)|]]
2{|uhx|}
)q
ν 0.54p−3
q 10
Linear stabilization SUPG
Integration in time Explicit AD
Table 3. GJV parameter values used in the numerical experiments (if not
specified).
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Parameter Value
εK min(εent, εmax)
εent cEh
2 ‖∂tE+∂xF‖∞,K
‖E−E¯‖∞
εmax cmaxh‖a‖∞,K
cmax 0.25/p
cE(p) 1.5/p
2
E(u) (u− 0.5)2 (Problem dependent)
F (u) (u− 0.5)2 (Problem dependent)
Linear stabilization None
Integration in time Explicit AD
Table 4. EV parameter values used in the numerical experiments (if not spec-
ified).
Fig. 8. Test 11. EV. (p,N) = (1, 400). Solutions without (blue) and with
(red) SUPG.
So far, by the results obtained, it seems that the most effective method is CJV. We will perform a set of
further tests to show the principal skills of each method. The main theoretical difference we can observe
is that GJV and RV are what John and Knobloch call SOLD methods in [28], that is, they add extra
diffusion to the SUPG stabilized solution to avoid spurious oscillations at the shocks. On the other hand
EV is a pure artificial viscosity method. RV and EV have in common that both of them use the value of
the residuals (of the PDE and of the entropy equation respectively) in the element to capture the shock.
GJV, instead, use the jump of the derivative of the method at the nodal points, so the viscosity added
is the maximum between what is computing at both ends of the element and it does not only depend on
the element itself.
One could ask why we have not also used EV as a SOLD method to compare the results but we have
observed that, in contrast to what happened with GJV, the results obtained in that case do not differ
very much from the original cas, so we preferred to maintain the original method. We have plotted an
example of this behaviour in Fig. 8.
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Fig. 9. Test 21. CGSC. (p,N) = (1, 3). Solutions.
Method Error
RV 7.252881e-04
GJV 3.709983e-16
EV 1.109168e-03
Table 5. Test 21. CGSC. (p,N) = (1, 3). L2-Errors.
First of all we check Test 21 with only three element. The Galerkin solution in this case is exact because
it is contained in Vkh for any k. This test will show which sensors are activated even though there are no
spurious oscillations. We want to stress that since all the methods are such that the artificial diffusion
tends to 0 when h −→ 0, the effects shown below are negligible when the mesh is refined.
Fig. 9 shows the computational results obtained. We cannot appreciate any difference with respect to the
exact solution but if we check the L2 errors in Table 5 we can see that the order of the error in the case
of GJV is 10−16 which is negligible while the errors of EV and RV are of order 10−4 and 10−3 respectively.
This is due to the fact that the sensor for GJV is the jump of the derivative which can be calculated
exactly from the sources and thus, the viscosity added is 0 and the method is consistent for any order
of approximation. On the other hand RV and EV at the first step can not approximate the temporal
derivative so they add unnecessary viscosity in this first step and moreover, the lineal approximation of
the derivative of the entropy is not exact since it is a quadratic function, thus in the successive steps,
EV keeps on adding viscosity, even though it is only in small doses. We could make RV consistent in the
linear case switching off the sensor until the second step but as normally the time step is much smaller
than in this case, that initial error is negligible. Fig. 10 displays the amount of viscosity in each element
at the first step and in an intermediate one.
When we try to approximate the solution of Test 22 using high orders functions, GJV is still consistent
while the behaviour of the other two methods is worse. RV is no longer consistent since the approximation
of the temporal derivatives to calculate the residual is linear so it keeps on adding innecessary viscosity
to the method. In conclusion, GJV is the only computationally consistent method while RV is consistent
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(a) AD at t1 (Nt = 13). (b) AD at t7 (Nt = 13).
Fig. 10. Test 21. CGSC. (p,N) = (1, 3). AD at different time steps.
for linear solutions and EV is never consistent.
In order to understand why the methods give different solutions even though they all follow similar
schemes (detect shocks and add viscosity), we plot in Fig. 12 the viscosity used in the first steps and
the viscosity in an intermediate step for Test 11 and a partition of 400 elements. Fig. 12(a) shows the
distribution of the viscosity for each element in the third step of the solver. GJV behaves almost as a
YES/NO sensor in such a way that either it is activated at its maximum or its is practically zero. When
it is activated, it is the one with the largest amount of viscosity. On the other hand, RV and EV add
less viscosity but the sensor is activated in many more elements. Fig. 12(b) show the distribution of the
viscosity in an intermediate step, when the solution has already been controled. A detail of the values
in the element 76 (which is the one in which RV presents the largest value) is shown in Fig. 12(c) .
Let us notice how big the values of the artificial viscosity can turn for RV (in element 76 at t401, RV is
adding 1500 the amount of AD of GJV). This happens because the amount of AD in RV does not have
a maximum value, while EV and GJV do have it. Another relevant information is the mean amount of
viscosity per element that we have added at the end of the process. This is computed in the following
way:
(55) MV :=
1
Nt|Ω|
Nt∑
n=1
‖εtn‖0,Ω,
where |Ω| = b−a is the measure of the domain and εtn is the AD added at the n-th time step. As we can
see in Table 8, RV adds much more viscosity in mean and EV is the one that adds the less. Out of this
observation, we could expect the solution of EV to be the sharpest one. But, as it can be seen in Fig.
12(d), EV shows the most spread solution because this viscosity is applied in a lot of elements instead
of focussing in the most relevant ones. AS it is commented above, it is likely related to the fact that EV
does not rely on any linear stabilization technique, e.g. SUPG.
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(a) RV. (b) GJV.
(c) EV. (d) Detail of (c). N = 50, 100, 200, 400, 800, 1600.
Fig. 11. Test 20. CGSC. Linear solution. N = 50, 100, 200, 400, 800. Solutions
and errors.
Now we perform some of the tests used in [27, 28] to compare these methods. For that end we will use
the Test 20. The first we check is the oscillation and the smearing of the different methods and how they
evolve when we refine the mesh. We define the oscillation and the smear functions as:
(56) osc(x) := max{uh(x, 1)− 1, 0},
(57) smear(x) := max{1− uh(x, 1), 0}.
The definitions of these two parameters in [27,28] are
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osc(∞) ratio smear(∞) ratio
RV N = 50 7.534222e-03 0.000000e+00 6.050926e-01 0.000000e+00
RV N = 100 3.866960e-03 5.132527e-01 4.629346e-01 7.650641e-01
RV N = 200 1.663073e-03 4.300724e-01 3.100115e-01 6.696659e-01
RV N = 400 7.099569e-04 4.268947e-01 1.630316e-01 5.258888e-01
RV N = 800 2.391994e-03 3.369211e+00 4.341280e-02 2.662846e-01
GJV N = 50 0 0.000000e+00 5.976115e-01 0.000000e+00
GJV N = 100 1.422996e-07 ∞ 4.738658e-01 7.929328e-01
GJV N = 200 7.092525e-08 4.984220e-01 3.078824e-01 6.497250e-01
GJV N = 400 0 0 1.294081e-01 4.203165e-01
GJV N = 800 1.026287e-07 ∞ 1.737061e-02 1.342313e-01
EV N = 50 1.235889e-03 0.000000e+00 5.306609e-01 0.000000e+00
EV N = 100 1.820686e-03 1.473180e+00 4.702030e-01 8.860705e-01
EV N = 200 3.782472e-03 2.077498e+00 4.163996e-01 8.855742e-01
EV N = 400 5.261214e-03 1.390946e+00 3.665096e-01 8.801871e-01
EV N = 800 8.790888e-03 1.670886e+00 1.785375e-01 4.871291e-01
Table 6. Test 20. CGSC. p = 1. N = 50, 100, 200, 400, 800.osc(∞) and
smear(∞).
(58) osc(∞) := ‖osc‖L∞([0,1]),
(59) smear(∞) := ‖smear‖L∞([0.26,0.74]),
(60) osc(2) := ‖osc‖L2([0,1]),
(61) smear(2) := ‖smear‖L2([0.25,0.75]).
To check this parameters we will test each method separately using linear elements with meshes of
50, 100, 200, 400 and 800 elements. Numerical results are displayed in Table 6 and 7.
For a better understanding of the results, we also plotted the solutions in Fig. 11. Looking at the results
for the parameters osc(∞) and osc(2) we can appreciate how they decreases for RV except for the last
mesh partition. However the values are of order O(10−3) or smaller and, thus, the oscillations are im-
perceptible. The oscillations in GJV are negligible and they are even 0 in some mesh partitions. Finally
in EV the parameter even increases when the mesh is refined. This can be observed in the zoom of the
solution near the shock as in Fig. 11(d). We can appreciate how, even though the L2-error decreases,
some spurious oscillation appear with the refinement of the mesh. This is a very bad behaviour that we
would like to avoid since the objective of the SC is to remove these oscillations.
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osc(2) ratio smear(2) ratio
RV N = 50 1.086273e-03 0.000000e+00 8.994067e-02 0.000000e+00
RV N = 100 6.665148e-04 6.135794e-01 6.961381e-02 7.739970e-01
RV N = 200 1.516560e-04 2.275358e-01 5.361438e-02 7.701688e-01
RV N = 400 7.386830e-05 4.870781e-01 4.223261e-02 7.877105e-01
RV N = 800 1.626071e-04 2.201311e+00 3.237952e-02 7.666947e-01
GJV N = 50 0.000000e+00 0.000000e+00 8.572754e-02 0.000000e+00
GJV N = 100 2.059845e-08 ∞ 6.654128e-02 7.761949e-01
GJV N = 200 5.382981e-09 2.613295e-01 5.115311e-02 7.687424e-01
GJV N = 400 0.000000e+00 0.000000e+00 3.956367e-02 7.734362e-01
GJV N = 800 3.741249e-09 ∞ 3.077793e-02 7.779342e-01
EV N = 50 1.191552e-04 0.000000e+00 1.385796e-01 0.000000e+00
EV N = 100 1.980047e-04 1.661739e+00 1.068724e-01 7.711986e-01
EV N = 200 3.517593e-04 1.776520e+00 8.216103e-02 7.687769e-01
EV N = 400 3.815929e-04 1.084813e+00 6.328875e-02 7.703013e-01
EV N = 800 5.118915e-04 1.341460e+00 4.858853e-02 7.677278e-01
Table 7. Test 20. CGSC methods. p = 1. N = 50, 100, 200, 400, 800. osc(2)
and smear(2).
RV GJV EV
MV 7.786E−3 2.0458E−4 8.88769E−5
Table 8. Test 20. CGSC. (p,N) = (1, 400). Mean Viscosity (MV).
When it comes to the smear, we can appreciate in all the cases how the smear decays, but it decays
faster for RV and GJV than for EV. So EV needs a much more refined mesh for the numerical solution
to show sharp slopes. The value of the smear(2) is clearly much larger for EV than for the rest (with a
relation of 32 with GJV, for example). We want to highlight the fact that the relation of the decaying ratio
of smear(2) is constant ≈ 0.77. Considering the results obtained for this , GJV is the least dissipative
method and EV is, by far, the most dissipative one. This can be due to the fact that since both methods
are SOLD methods, and the solution has already been stabilized by the SUPG method at each step, so
they need to add less extra viscosity and thus, the methods are less dissipative.
Before giving a profound analysis on the convergence behaviour for nonsmooth solutions we show the
hp-convergence for a smooth solution. As it is explained in 7.1, the convergence for CG and DG methods
in this case is of order O
(
h2
p2
)
. We use Test 5 for that purpose with meshes of 50, 100, 200 and 400
elements and using polynomials of degree 1, 2, 4 and 8. Results are included in Table 9 and Fig. 13.
We can appreciate how GJV has the fastest convergence while EV is much less accurate than the previ-
ous two methods for the same DOF. The results for GJV show quadratic convergence with respect to hp ,
which is a very good result if we take into account Theorem 2.1.1. In this case the problem that we are
solving is not coercive but we are still maintaining the convergence. RV also shows quadratic convergence
with respect to h but the p convergence is diminished a bit. Finally the error of EV is of order
(
h
p
) 3
2
.
We notice that EV needs more refined meshes to show the convergence results obtained with the other
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(a) Viscosity at t3 (Nt = 801) (b) Viscosity at t401 (Nt = 801)
(c) Detail of (b) (d) Solution RV, GJV, EV
Fig. 12. Test 11. CGSC. (p,N) = (1, 400). AD at different time steps and
solutions.
two methods but it in fact shows a convergence of order O
(
h2
p2
)
for h→ 0. This means that the method
adds AD even when it is not necessary, until the mesh is very fine.
Now we want to see how the hp convergence behaves when the solutionnce is not continuous. The con-
vergence results will be clearly diminished as we will observe. We follow a process similar to the previous
one but using Test 20 and meshes of 50, 100, 200, 400 elements. Results can be found in Table 10 and Fig.
14. The h convergence in this case is around of O(h0.4) for all the methods and orders of approximations,
which is a result similar to the one observed by Guermond et al. in [22] for EV applied to nonsmooth
solutions. When it comes to p convergence, the values change between the methods. RV does not seem
to properly converge with p, so we would say that the error is of order O(p0). The results for GJV
do clearly show convergence but the slope of the convergence improves with the mesh refinement. The
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(a) RV. h-convergence. (b) RV. p-convergence.
(c) GJV. h-convergence. (d) GJV. p-convergence.
(e) EV. h-convergence. (f) EV. p-convergence.
Fig. 13. Test 5 (smooth). CGSC. p = 1, 2, 4, 8. N = 50, 100, 200, 400. hp-
convergence.
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Method-p N = 50 N = 100 N = 200 N = 400
RV p = 1 6.351666e-01 1.221938e-01 3.383195e-02 8.128774e-03
RV p = 2 1.716589e-01 5.170016e-02 1.106578e-02 1.883092e-03
RV p = 4 7.140256e-02 1.635114e-02 3.171563e-03 6.159388e-04
RV p = 8 2.145486e-02 4.884445e-03 1.035955e-03 2.088904e-04
GJV p = 1 9.088976e-01 2.271021e-01 6.705062e-02 1.748771e-02
GJV p = 2 6.633058e-02 1.609978e-02 4.343901e-03 1.009092e-03
GJV p = 4 1.655547e-02 6.196420e-03 1.007964e-03 2.521327e-04
GJV p = 8 4.029059e-03 1.012317e-03 3.893295e-04 9.866556e-05
EV p = 1 9.754582e-01 6.512083e-01 1.487030e-01 4.278038e-02
EV p = 2 8.339013e-01 3.772484e-01 1.244971e-01 3.822719e-02
EV p = 4 4.824441e-01 1.645371e-01 5.319166e-02 1.560241e-02
EV p = 8 1.990842e-01 6.083163e-02 1.782763e-02 4.781923e-03
Table 9. Test 5 (smooth). CGSC. p = 1, 2, 4, 8. N = 50, 100, 200, 400. L2-
errors.
Method-p N = 50 N = 100 N = 200 N = 400
RV p = 1 0.13133 0.09773 0.07550 0.05860
RV p = 2 0.09028 0.06859 0.05534 0.04749
RV p = 4 0.08267 0.06278 0.05235 0.04955
RV p = 8 0.09688 0.06540 0.04503 0.03208
GJV p = 1 0.12285 0.09410 0.07234 0.05595
GJV p = 2 0.08010 0.06674 0.05434 0.04440
GJV p = 4 0.07775 0.06025 0.04529 0.03479
GJV p = 8 0.06736 0.04900 0.03851 0.02916
EV p = 1 0.19977 0.15114 0.11619 0.08951
EV p = 2 0.15628 0.12142 0.09435 0.07371
EV p = 4 0.13032 0.10164 0.07942 0.06223
EV p = 8 0.10837 0.08470 0.06616 0.05177
Table 10. Test 20 (nonsmooth). CGSC. p = 1, 2, 4, 8. N = 50, 100, 200, 400.
L2-errors.
values oscillate between O(p−0.08) for p = 1 and O(p−0.2) for p = 8. Finally the error in EV show a clear
polynomical dependence on p of order O(p−0.17).
Another skill to consider is the adaptability to DG schemes. That is, we want to know if the behaviour
of the solution changes when using the same SC method in the DG case. To show the behaviour of
the methods in that situation we compute the solution of Test 11 with 800 DOF and compare the error
results with the ones obtained for the same mesh partition and order of approximation in the CG case.
The results obtained are plotted in Fig. 15. We can appreciate how the results for EV are practically the
same (even though the number of DOF is less for CG). The results for high order in GJV with DG are
a bit over diffusive and it may be that the parameter ν needs to be reoptimized in the DG case. Finally
RV presents oscillation and less precision than in the CG case, despite the increment in the number of
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(a) RV. h-convergence. (b) RV. p-convergence.
(c) GJV. h-convergence. (d) GJV. p-convergence.
(e) EV. h-convergence. (f) EV. p-convergence.
Fig. 14. Test 20 (nonsmooth). CGSC. p = 1, 2, 4, 8. N = 50, 100, 200, 400.
hp-convergence.
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Method-p N = 50 N = 100 N = 200 N = 400
RV p = 1 1.473835e-01 1.192918e-01 9.979324e-02 9.038523e-02
RV p = 2 9.257299e-02 7.197011e-02 6.265367e-02 6.073728e-02
RV p = 4 7.894363e-02 6.186998e-02 4.803032e-02 4.342949e-02
RV p = 8 7.475090e-02 5.881962e-02 4.232946e-02 3.390906e-02
GJV p = 1 1.114134e-01 8.706112e-02 6.848605e-02 5.415864e-02
GJV p = 2 8.923550e-02 7.040870e-02 5.095131e-02 4.113126e-02
GJV p = 4 9.446087e-02 7.092332e-02 5.271488e-02 3.897880e-02
GJV p = 8 1.023388e-01 8.554952e-02 7.211610e-02 6.091019e-02
EV p = 1 1.794053e-01 1.450099e-01 1.132534e-01 8.744105e-02
EV p = 2 1.540151e-01 1.203976e-01 9.403759e-02 7.351493e-02
EV p = 4 1.296627e-01 1.013165e-01 7.926780e-02 6.214989e-02
EV p = 8 1.081755e-01 8.457486e-02 6.609421e-02 5.172878e-02
Table 11. Test 20 (nonsmooth). CGSC with DG. p = 1, 2, 4, 8. N =
50, 100, 200, 400. L2-errors.
DOF.
Given this good results in the DG case we decided to analyse the hp-convergence of the error for a non-
smooth solution in the DG case. The results can be found in Table 11 and Fig. 16. It is clear that EV
preserves the convergence of the CG case and, in fact, the results are very similar in both CG and DG.
On the other hand, the h-convergence of RV is worse in the DG case while its p-convergence improves
even though it does not seem polynomial with respect to p anymore. Finally the h-convergence of GJV
is maintained but the p-convergence is clearly diminished. It is possible that the parameter ν need to be
reoptimized in this case.
Something we realise while improving the code was that these methods are highly dependent on the
value of the constant parameters used. We have optimized them computationally obtaining the results
displayed in Tables 2, 3 and 4. Now we would like to show how the solutions change when we modify
those parameters a bit. We have checked that little changes in the parameter cmax do not affect the
results1. We show the results obtained by increasing and decreasing the value of the other parameters
by a 50%. We also take different values of q in GJV. In order to appreciate different characteristics
of the approximation, we use Test 19 solving the problem with 200 elements and p = 1. Clearly, the
method most sensitive to changes of constants is RV. If the amount of viscosity is reduced too much,
the DMP does not hold anymore and the numerical solution shows large oscillations as it is appreciated
in Fig. 17(a). If the amount of diffusion is increased, the function is overdiffusive and it shows some
strange deformations near from some shocks. These behaviour is produced when very different amounts
of viscosity are applied in consecutive elements. GJV is less sensitive to constants. Fig. 17(b) shows
that the main difference in GJV when varying ν is in capturing the sharp triangle. When it comes to
the value of q we have used q = 1, 2, 5, 10, 100 and the results are plotted in Fig. 17(c). It is clear that
for all values q >> 2 the method behaves similar due to the fact that the method behaves almost as a
YES/NO detector for high exponents q 2. However, for q = 100 we can observe the same kind of strange
deformations on the right corner of the pulse that appear in the RV case for ρ = 0.9. When the value of
1we did not find necessary to show the results
2as we have already explained
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(a) RV with CG (b) RV with DG
(c) GJV with CG (d) GJV with DG
(e) EV with CG (f) EV with DG
Fig. 15. Test 11. CGSC. (p,N) = (1, 400), (2, 200), (4, 100). Solutions for CG
and DG .
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(a) RV. h-convergence (b) RV. p-convergence
(c) GJV. h-convergence (d) GJV. p-convergence
(e) EV. h-convergence (f) EV. p-convergence
Fig. 16. Test 20 (nonsmooth). CGSC with DG. p = 1, 2, 4, 8. N =
50, 100, 200, 400. hp-convergence.
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(a) RV. ρ = 0.3, 0.6, 0.9 (b) GJV. ν = 0.25, 0.5, 0.75
(c) GJV. q = 1, 2, 5, 10, 100 (d) EV. cent = 0.75, 1.5, 2.25
Fig. 17. Test 19. CGSC. (p,N) = (1, 200). Variation of constants.
q is small p ≤ 2, the method is overdiffusive and, in particular, the approximation of the sharp triangle
is clearly diminished. The solutions of EV change smoothly with the value of cent and some oscillations
around the shocks appear when cent = 0.75.
Finally let us mention that we tried to implement the previous methods using fully implicit integration
in time. We test the convergence of the iterative schemes by solving Test 19 with (p,N) = (1, 200). In
the first attempt we used a tolerance T = 10−6 and a maximum of Mmax = 50 steps allowed to converge.
None of he methods was fully convergent in this situation and only EV converged in most of the steps3.
RV and GJV did not converge at almost all of the time steps. Then we decided to relax the conditions
by using T = 10−4 and Mmax = 100. In this case the iterative EV converges for all the time steps but
when looking at the solution, it is clearly worse with the iterative method since it is much more diffusive
3EV did not converge in 5 out of 401 steps.
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(a) EV. (b) GJV.
Fig. 18. Test 19. CGSC. (p,N) = (1, 200). Explicit AD (blue) vs. Fully
implicit AD (green). T = 10−4. Mmax = 100.
than the original one as it can be appreciate in. GJV and RV iteration are still not convergent in most
of the time steps. So both methods cannot be used with nonlinear iterations.
A possible explanation to this is that the detectors are alternatively activated and deactivated in each
nonlinear iteration. This phenomena is due to the fact that when the AD is applied, the solution is
smooth and thus the detectors are not activated producing unstabilities in the following nonlinear itera-
tions that are captured again by the detector and so on. Further modifications must be developed if we
want to use the methods to solve nonlinear problems.
As Burman pointed out in [8], it is known that strongly localized SC terms lead to very ill-conditioned
nonlinear systems. In the GJV case, since for q >> 2 the method behaves as a YES/NO detector, it
possible that in some elements it is activated and deactivated iterativelly. So we decided to give it a try
with a smaller value of q. We solved Test 19 with (p,N) = (1, 200), T = 10−4 and Mmax = 100. In this
case the iterations did not converge at the first two steps but they did converged at the rest of time steps.
Moreover, this implicit iterations seems to improve a bit the result of the explicit integration in time for
q = 2 as it is shown in Fig. 18(b). Still this solution is less accurate than the one obatined for q = 10.
Table 12 englobes all the characteristics described above. We have chosen the values of osc(∞), osc(2),
smear(∞) and smear(2) for a 400 elements mesh to represent those values in order to compare the
methods. After all these tests and analysing the results obtained we agree in considering GJV as the
ideal method to use for capturing shocks. We have realised that EV needs a more refined mesh to show
the same order of accuracy than the other methods and moreover, it cannot be easily generalized since
the optimal definition of the entropy function depends on the values the solution takes around the shocks.
On the other hand we have seen that RV is highly dependent on the parameters and that it is not easy
to find the relation between p and the optimal value of ρ, which makes difficult to generalise the method
for any order. Finally we want to stress the main features of GJV: the method is capable to capture
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RV GJV EV
SUPG Yes Yes No
Consistency Only for p = 1 Yes No
TVD No Yes No
Spurious Oscillations
when refined
No No Yes
osc(∞) 7.10e-04 0 5.26e-03
smear(∞) 1.63e-01 1.29e-01 3.67e-01
osc(2) 7.39e-05 0 3.82e-04
smear(2) 4.22e-02 3.95e-02 6.33e-02
h-conv smooth 2 2 2
p-conv smooth −2 −2 −2
h-conv non-smooth
(Test 20)
0.4 0.4 0.4
p-conv non-smooth
(Test 20)
0 −0.08-−0.2 −0.17
DG adaptability Bad Overdiffusive for
high order
Good
Dependence on
constants
Strong on ρ Weak on ν, normal
and smooth on q.
Speacially for sharp
shapes.
Normal and smooth
on cent, weak on
cmax
Fully implicite time
integration
Not convergent Convergent for q = 2 Convergent but
worse results
Table 12. CGSC. Summary of results.
well different shapes even when the meshes are still coarse and it accomplishes the Discrete Maximum
Principle ensuring that there are no spurious oscillations in the solution. Another good feature is that it
is very easy to generalize the method in the DG case providing excellent results for p = 1.

Chapter 9
Computational Results for Limiting Techniques
In this chapter we will apply again a set of tests to compare the behaviour of the limiting methods. We
have implemented 2 limiting methods: the Slope Limiter introduced in Section 5.1 that from now on is
denoted by SL and the Krivodonova’s Moments method, introduced in Section 5.2, that will be noted by
KM from now on. Both of them are similar and, in fact, they are the same when using linear elements.
So we can present their behaviour for p = 1 and then remark their differences when p > 1. Notice that,
unlike the previous case, we modify the solution at each step instead of capturing the shock and use this
information in the following time step. One of the inconvenients of this methods is that they cannot be
used with nonlinear iterations which is a feature that we would like to have for future implementation
to obtain a pure implicit method. Nevertheless they do show a very good behaviour as we show in what
follows.
We have plotted some results to give an initial idea of the behaviour of these methods. Fig. 19 shows the
solution to Test 11 obtained by SL with different orders of approximations. The value of M is specified in
Table 13. It can be appreciated that while the solution in the linear case is very accurate, the performance
is diminished for higher orders like p = 3, 7. On the other hand, Fig. 20 shows the results obtained for
the same test by KM with the parameters specified in Table 141. We can appreciate that, in this case,
the results are very accurate even for high order approximation.
1M is not really a parameter for this method since the minmod function is always used with M = 0 but we wanted to
specify the value in case there was any ambiguity
Parameter Value
M 50
Table 13. SL parameter values used in the numerical experiments (if not
specified).
Parameter Value
M 50
αk 1
Table 14. KM parameter values used in the numerical experiments (if not
specified).
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(a) (p,N) = (1, 400). (b) Blue: (p,N) = (3, 200), green: (p,N) = (7, 100).
Fig. 19. Test 11. SL. Solutions.
(a) (p,N) = (1, 400). (b) Blue: (p,N) = (3, 200), green: (p,N) = (7, 100).
Fig. 20. Test 11. KM. Solutions.
In the following discussion we show some plots about the activation of the sensor. As in the artificial
viscosity case we can show in which elements the limiter has been activated. In the SL case this detector
takes values p and 0 depending on whether the detector has been activated (p) or not (0). On the other
hand KM uses an algorithm that modifies the coefficients associated to the kth degree of the polynomial
starting from k = p and ending with k = 0. We can show how many of these coefficients have been
activated. Thus, the value of the activation of the sensor takes values in {0, 1, · · · , p}.
As we did before, we apply Test 21 with only three elements to show that both methods are consistent
for p = 1. Fig. 21 shows that the solution is exact and that, as expected, the detector is not activated
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(a) Solution. (b) Activation map at t7 (Nt = 13).
Fig. 21. Test 21. Limiters. (p,N) = (1, 3). Solutions and activation of the
sensor.
(a) Solution. (b) Activation map at t3 (Nt = 13).
Fig. 22. Test 22. SL with M = 0. (p,N) = (2, 3). Solution and errors.
since the slope of the solution remains constant between elements.
When we try to approach higher order smooth function, like in Test 22, the results are still consistent
because the sensors are not activated. In the KM case this is due to the fact that the coefficients change
smoothly between elements and in the case of SL because, even though the slope varies between elements,
it never surpasses the tolerance that we have fixed: Mh2 =
50
9
. If we modify this and we fix M = 0, the
SL detector will be activated and the result will be a linear function, as the one shown in Fig. 22(a).
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osc(∞) ratio smear(∞) ratio
SL N = 50 1.796541e-03 0.000000e+00 3.594430e-01 0.000000e+00
SL N = 100 1.014464e-03 5.646761e-01 2.557887e-01 7.116253e-01
SL N = 200 2.928685e-04 2.886928e-01 1.441330e-01 5.634844e-01
SL N = 400 5.488964e-05 1.874208e-01 6.139592e-02 4.259672e-01
SL N = 800 1.815371e-06 3.307310e-02 1.336152e-02 2.176288e-01
KM N = 50 1.774443e-03 0.000000e+00 3.594571e-01 0.000000e+00
KM N = 100 9.707348e-04 5.470644e-01 2.558210e-01 7.116873e-01
KM N = 200 2.059058e-04 2.121133e-01 1.442073e-01 5.637038e-01
KM N = 400 0.000000e+00 0.000000e+00 6.155863e-02 4.268760e-01
KM N = 800 0.000000e+00 0.000000e+00 1.370327e-02 2.226051e-01
Table 15. Test 20. Limiters. p = 1. N = 50, 100, 200, 400, 800. osc(∞) and
smear(∞).
osc(2) ratio smear(2) ratio
SL N = 50 4.428341e-04 0.000000e+00 7.356396e-02 0.000000e+00
SL N = 100 1.571907e-04 3.549652e-01 5.896259e-02 8.015146e-01
SL N = 200 3.238739e-05 2.060389e-01 4.682052e-02 7.940718e-01
SL N = 400 4.941728e-06 1.525818e-01 3.731193e-02 7.969140e-01
SL N = 800 1.407677e-07 2.848553e-02 2.970414e-02 7.961030e-01
KM N = 50 4.522699e-04 0.000000e+00 7.355338e-02 0.000000e+00
KM N = 100 1.491171e-04 3.297081e-01 5.896864e-02 8.017121e-01
KM N = 200 2.217402e-05 1.487021e-01 4.683000e-02 7.941510e-01
KM N = 400 0.000000e+00 0.000000e+00 3.732685e-02 7.970714e-01
KM N = 800 0.000000e+00 0.000000 2.972831e-02 7.964323e-01
Table 16. Test 20. Limiters. p = 1. N = 50, 100, 200, 400, 800. osc(2) and
smear(2).
We will again use Test 20 to determine the oscillation and smearing parameters with p = 1 and compare
their behaviour for higher order approximations. Again, we will use a mesh of n = 50, 100, 200, 400 ele-
ments and p = 1. The results are showed in Tables 15 and 16 and they are practically the same in both
cases because both methods are very similar as it has been explained in Section 5.2. Also the solutions
plotted in Fig. 23 are similar. No spurious oscillations can be observed int them and, in fact, the values
of the parameter osc(∞) are very small (or even 0), even for coarse meshes. The smear(∞) decays faster
at each step and the values of smear(2) are of order 10−2 which is very small if we take into account that
the pulse is of order 1. The results are of the same order than the ones obtained for GJV in Chapter 8
and even a bit better. Notice again how the relation between the decreasing of h and the decaying of
the parameter smear(2) is constant. In this case the ratio of decaying of smear(2) is ≈ 0.80. The results
indicate that the methods introduce a small amount of dissipation when the meshes are very fine. This
is due to the fact that the limiting is applied on the elements where the slope varies with respect to
the neighbouring elements. Since this happens to the elements around the shock, the limiting affects to
narrower regions each time.
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(a) SL. (b) KM.
Fig. 23. Test 20. Limiters. p = 1. N = 50, 100, 200, 400, 800. Solutions.
osc(∞) ratio smear(∞) ratio
SL N = 25 0.000000e+00 0.000000e+00 6.036061e-01 0.000000e+00
SL N = 50 0.000000e+00 0.000000e+00 2.051866e-01 3.399345e-01
SL N = 100 0.000000e+00 0.000000e+00 1.327308e-01 6.468789e-01
SL N = 200 0.000000e+00 0.000000e+00 4.170969e-02 3.142426e-01
KM N = 25 2.978397e-04 0.000000e+00 5.465936e-01 0.000000e+00
KM N = 50 4.137277e-05 1.389095e-01 2.276293e-01 4.164508e-01
KM N = 100 7.794048e-05 1.883859e+00 1.138813e-01 5.002928e-01
KM N = 200 1.556916e-04 1.997570e+00 3.764439e-02 3.305581e-01
Table 17. Test 20. Limiters. p = 4. N = 25, 50, 100, 200. osc(∞) and
smear(∞).
We repeated the test with p = 4 in order to see if they perform different in this case but, as the solution
is linear, it was not better approximated by increasing p. So the results shown in Table 17 (we only show
osc(∞) and smear(∞)) and the plots in Fig. 24 are similar for SL and KM.
However there are other features, such as sharp triangles or sinusoids, that are effectively better captured
by increasing p. An example of this kind of shapes is Test 19. We show how in this case,using p = 4 the
results are clearly much more accurate when using KM. The solutions obtained for p = 4 and different
mesh partitions are shown in Fig. 25. To understand the different behaviours we have plotted the acti-
vation of the discontinuity sensor in Fig. 26. It can be clearly appreciated that in addition to the fact
that SL limits the elements up to linear functions, its detector is also activated in much more elements
than KM. The result is that the solutions of KM are much more accurate than the SL’s ones.
As we did in the previous section, we discuss the hp-convergence towards the smooth but sharp function
in Test 5. Table 19 and Fig. 27 show the results of this test. The plots show that the h convergence is of
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(a) SL. (b) KM.
Fig. 24. Test 20. Limiters. p = 4. N = 25, 50, 100, 200. Solutions.
(a) SL. (b) KM.
Fig. 25. Test 19. Limiters. p = 4. N = 50, 100, 200, 400. Solutions.
order 2 in both cases. On the other hand, KM has p convergence of order 2 while the SL error does not
seem to improve with p. In fact, the error is smaller with p = 1 than with higher order of approximation
for the same mesh partition. This means that SL limits the solution even when it is well-captured. This
is due to the fact that there are a lot of changes of slope in it. So clearly, KM is much better when it
comes to use high order elements.
We would like now to see the hp-convergence in a nonsmooth case. We will only use the KM for this test
since for p = 1 both methods behave similarly and we have seen that SL do not improve its convergence
with p. When solving Test 20 with the same mesh partitions and orders of approximation, the results
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Fig. 26. Test 19. Limiters. (p,N) = (4, 50). Activation map.
N = 50 N = 100 N = 200 N = 400
SL p = 1 3.426453e-01 1.142442e-01 3.839337e-02 1.186600e-02
SL p = 2 5.034268e-01 1.512303e-01 3.953899e-02 9.923257e-03
SL p = 4 5.201377e-01 1.515116e-01 3.939753e-02 9.603786e-03
SL p = 8 5.177289e-01 1.456260e-01 3.797983e-02 9.209224e-03
KM p = 1 1.046872e-01 8.339089e-02 6.621830e-02 1.187335e-02
KM p = 2 8.450458e-02 6.600940e-02 5.138796e-02 1.139556e-03
KM p = 4 8.772338e-02 6.373863e-02 4.600265e-02 3.937821e-04
KM p = 8 8.928232e-02 6.430404e-02 4.618909e-02 6.398354e-05
Table 18. Test 5 (smooth). Limiters. p = 1, 2, 4, 8. N = 25, 50, 100, 200.
L2-errors.
are no longer as good as before, as we expected. Results are contained in Fig. 28 and Table 19.
The results show that the h-convergence is of order O(h0.35) for p = 1, 2 and O(h0.46) for p = 4, 8. In this
case, increasing the order of approximation does not improve the result because the solution is linear. In
fact, if we take a look at the activation of the sensor in Fig. 29, we can appreciate how for p = 1, the
solution is limited for almost all the elements. On the other hand, for p = 2, 4, 8 the solution is limited
in a similar amount of elements and in almost all of them it is dumped down to the linear case, so the
results are very similar even when we raise the order of approximation.
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(a) SL. h-convergence. (b) SL. p-convergence.
(c) KM. h-convergence. (d) KM. p-convergence.
Fig. 27. Test 5 (smooth). Limiters. p = 1, 2, 4, 8. N = 25, 50, 100, 200. hp-
convergence.
N = 50 N = 100 N = 200 N = 400
KM p = 1 1.046872e-01 8.339089e-02 6.621830e-02 5.277323e-02
KM p = 2 8.450458e-02 6.600940e-02 5.138796e-02 4.158467e-02
KM p = 4 8.772338e-02 6.373863e-02 4.600265e-02 3.402609e-02
KM p = 8 8.928232e-02 6.430404e-02 4.618909e-02 3.284785e-02
Table 19. Test 20 (nonsmooth). KM. p = 1, 2, 4, 8. N = 25, 50, 100, 200.
L2-errors.
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(a) KM. h-convergence. (b) KM. p-convergence.
Fig. 28. Test 20 (nonsmooth). KM. p = 1, 2, 4, 8. N = 25, 50, 100, 200. hp-
convergence.
Fig. 29. Test 20. KM. p = 1, 2, 4, 8. N = 50. Activation of the sensor at t3.
Let us notice how in this methods we have much less parameters to choose between. In order to check
if the methods are sensitive to algorithmic constants, we modify the values of M and αk in Test 11. We
will take M = 0, 50, 200 in SL to solve the problem of Test 19 with 200 elements and p = 1. On the
other hand, we use KM with a high order (p = 8) FEM to solve the same problem with a mesh of 40
elements and using αk =
1
2(2k−1) ,
1
2k−1 , 1. Results are plotted in Fig. 30. We can barely appreciate any
difference between the solutions of SL when varying the value of M , even though, as we can check in Fig.
32, the detector is activated in much more elements when M = 0. This may happens if the solution is
limited but with only subtle variations of the slope. On the other hand we can see that for small values
of αk, the result is clearly diminished. Fig. 32 show the activation of the sensor. We can appreciate how
it is activated in almost all the elements. The main difference is that, when using αk = 1, the solutions
are limited to at most a quadratic function while, when using αk =
1
2(2k−1) , the result is limited to the
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(a) SL. M = 0, 50, 200. (b) KM. αK = 1,
1
2k−1 ,
1
2(2k−1) .
Fig. 30. Test 19. Limiters. (p,N) = (1, 200). Variation of constants.
Fig. 31. Test 19. SL M = 0, 50, 200. (p,N) = (1, 200). Activation map.
constant case in a lot of elements. Thus the result obtained in this last case is much more worse than the
one for the case of αk = 1. This is the reason why we have decided to use αk = 1 in our code.
Table 20 contains a summary of the results obtained in the tests presented in this section. Again the
order of the oscillation and smearing parameters is taken for N = 400.
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Fig. 32. Test 19. KM with αK = 1,
1
2k−1 ,
1
2(2k−1) . (p,N) = (1, 200). Activa-
tion map.
SL KM
Consistency Depend on M and slope of
u(x, t)
Depending on the
smoothness of u(x, t)
TVD TVBM No oscillations noticed
h-conv smooth u 2 2
p-conv smooth u 0 (very bad) −2
h-conv nonsmooth (Test 20) 0.35 0.35 for p = 1, 2, 0.46 for
p = 4, 8
p-conv nonsmooth (Test 20) 0 0
osc(∞) 5.49-06 0
smear(∞) 6.14e-02 6.16e-02
osc(2) 4.94e-06 0
smear(2) 3.73e-02 3.73e-02
Dependence on the constant No High dependence on αk
CG adaptability Impossible Impossible
Fully implicit integration in
time
Impossible Impossible
Table 20. Limiters. Summary of the results.

Chapter 10
Computational Results for High Order Arti-
ficial Diffusion Methods
In this chapter we compare the behaviour of the Persson-Peraire Sub-Cell Shock Capturing Method (that
we will call PP from now on) and the Klo¨ckner-Warbuton-Hesthaven Viscous Shock Capturing Method
(noted KWH). Both of them analyse the decaying of the modal coefficients associated to an orthogonal
basis in each element and apply artificial viscosity if they detect that the coefficients associated to the
high order modes are not as little as expected. The main difference between them is that PP only com-
pares the magnitude of the last modal coefficient with respect to the rest (and expect its module to decay
as 1p2 ), while the KWH tries to figure out the value of the exponential decay −s of the coefficients and
compares it to the expected value if the solution is smooth (s = 2). We want to stress the fact that both
method need high order approximations to show a proper behaviour.
In order to have an idea of their general behaviour we have plotted some results obtained by each method
when solving Test 11. These methods can only be used for high order approximations since the detector
is focussed in the decaying of the coefficients. So we need to have a minimum amount of coefficients to
work with. Fig. 33(a) shows the result obtained by PP for (p,N) = (8, 50) and using the parameters
in Table 21. Fig. 33(b) shows the results obtained by KWH for the same test, using the parameters in
Table 22.
These methods are defined for DG approximations. If nothing is said, the following examples are using
DG and the parameters in Tables 21 and 22 to compare the behaviour of the methods. At the end an
extension to continuous Galerkin will be made to check their adaptability.
Parameter Value
ε ε0S(s¯e, s0, κ)
s0 log10(0.9/p
4)
ε0
1
p
κ 1.0
Integration in time Explicit AD
Table 21. PP parameter values used in the numerical experiments (if not
specified).
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(a) PP. (b) KWH.
Fig. 33. Test 11. (p,N) = (8, 50). Solutions.
Parameter Value
ε ε0S(−s,−2, 1)
ε0
1
p
Integration in time Explicit AD
Table 22. KWH parameter values used in the numerical experiments (if not
specified).
Again we are going to check if the detectors are activated when the solution can be exactly captured. We
can appreciate in Fig. 34 that the detectors are activated when solving Test 21 with (p,N) = (1, 3). This
is due to the fact that in this problem the order of the spatial derivative (1) is the same or larger than
the order of the solution. The detectors only have two modal coefficient to work with and the second is
larger than the first one, so they both are activated.
This can be easily solved by computing the solution with p = 2. In this case the modal coefficient associ-
ated to the quadratic part of the polynomial will be 0 so the methods would interpret that the decaying
of the coefficients is acceptable and the shock detector is not activated as it can be appreciated in Fig.
35. Recall that these methods are designed to work with high order methods so we should not expect
a good behaviour for linear solutions. Still this is a huge drawback to use them in adaptive meshes, for
exemple.
Again we will analyse the oscillation and smear parameter when solving Test 20. In this case we will see
that for the case p = 1 and N = 50, 100, 200, 400, 800 the results are very bad as it can be appreciate in
Table 23 and Fig. 36. The oscillations increase when the mesh is refined and the smearing is very large
even in the refined meshes. The value of smear(2) decays faster ( ratio of ≈ 0.80) in the PP case than
for KWH (≈ 0.84) and the values are much higher than the ones for the GJV and KM in both cases.
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(a) Solutions PP and KWH. (b) AD at t3 (Nt = 13)
Fig. 34. Test 21. HOM. (p,N) = (1, 3). Solutions and AD at t3.
Fig. 35. Test 21. HOM. (p,N) = (2, 3). Solutions.
We repeated the test with coarser meshes and p = 5. The results (showed in Table 25 and Fig. 37) in
this case are much better than the previous ones but still not as good as the ones obtained with KM for
p = 4. In the case of KWH, the osc(∞) do decay and also does the smear(∞) even if it does not decay
as fast as other methods that we have shown before. The results for osc(∞) show that the oscillations
do not disappear when h → 0 and, in fact, we can appreciate in Fig. 37(a) that the method does not
behave properly when the mesh is very fine.
When we plot the activation of the method in an intermediate step as in Fig. 38, we can appreciate how
while KWH is activated around the shocks as we expected, PP does not add any viscosity for the most
refined meshes.This is due to the fact that the difference between the first and the last modal coefficient
is not strong enough to activate the detector, particularly around the second shock where the oscillations
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osc(∞) ratio smear(∞) ratio
PP N = 50 1.229486e-01 0.000000e+00 4.460150e-01 0.000000e+00
PP N = 100 1.429731e-01 1.162869e+00 3.715113e-01 8.329569e-01
PP N = 200 1.594136e-01 1.114990e+00 2.321825e-01 6.249676e-01
PP N = 400 1.755251e-01 1.101067e+00 5.794752e-02 2.495774e-01
PP N = 800 1.912298e-01 1.089472e+00 7.219053e-02 1.245792e+00
KWH N = 50 7.294458e-02 0.000000e+00 5.705663e-01 0.000000e+00
KWH N = 100 9.313931e-02 1.276850e+00 5.438243e-01 9.531309e-01
KWH N = 200 1.106638e-01 1.188153e+00 5.186524e-01 9.537131e-01
KWH N = 400 1.254821e-01 1.133904e+00 4.884927e-01 9.418498e-01
KWH N = 800 1.343176e-01 1.070412e+00 4.510455e-01 9.233413e-01
Table 23. Test 20. HOM. p = 1. N = 50, 100, 200, 400, 800. osc(∞) and
smear(∞).
osc(2) ratio smear(2) ratio
PP N = 50 1.482929e-02 0.000000e+00 8.266724e-02 0.000000e+00
PP N = 100 1.738470e-02 1.172322e+00 6.593414e-02 7.975849e-01
PP N = 200 1.573772e-02 9.052625e-01 5.309611e-02 8.052900e-01
PP N = 400 1.407247e-02 8.941877e-01 4.257213e-02 8.017938e-01
PP N = 800 1.255741e-02 8.923389e-01 3.417294e-02 8.027070e-01
KWH N = 50 2.609823e-03 0.000000e+00 1.864717e-01 0.000000e+00
KWH N = 100 7.069944e-03 2.708975e+00 1.581972e-01 8.483714e-01
KWH N = 200 7.545282e-03 1.067234e+00 1.328226e-01 8.396015e-01
KWH N = 400 7.454446e-03 9.879613e-01 1.116980e-01 8.409562e-01
KWH N = 800 6.617641e-03 8.877441e-01 9.391952e-02 8.408343e-01
Table 24. Test 20. HOM. p = 1, N = 50, 100, 200, 400, 800. Results for osc(2)
and smear(2) tests.
are over the zone where the solution takes value 1, so the contribution of the 0th modal coefficient is larger.
So we could say that none of the methods works effectively against the oscillations when p = 11 and
that for high orders, KWH is much more effective than PP, particularly for very fine meshes. To better
understand this behaviour we also show in Fig. 39 the distribution of the viscosity for the Test 11 at
t3 and at an intermediate step. We can appreciate how at the beginning both methods are similarly
activated but, after several steps, when the sharp oscillations are controlled, KWH can still detect the
shocks while PP is not capable to do so.
Table 26 and Fig. 40 show the results obtained for the hp convergence with Test 5. The results for
PP show a L2-Error of order O(hαp−β). The slopes of the log-log plots (Fig. 40(a) and 40(b)) indicate
that α = β ≈ 2 as before. Actually, the results show α and β a bit less than 2. On the other hand the
results for KWH shown in Table 26 and Figs. 40(c) and 40(d) present an exceptional bad behaviour for
the case p = 4 as it can be observed in the plots. Apparently the coefficients associated to 4th order
1These methods where not designed to work for low order FEM
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(a) PP. (b) KWH.
Fig. 36. Test 20. HOM. p = 1. N = 50, 100, 200, 400, 800. Solutions.
osc(∞) ratio smear(∞) ratio
PP N = 10 2.199369e-02 0.000000e+00 7.135958e-01 0.000000e+00
PP N = 20 4.202951e-02 1.910981e+00 5.769566e-01 8.085201e-01
PP N = 40 8.552351e-02 2.034844e+00 3.583082e-01 6.210315e-01
PP N = 80 1.262694e-01 1.476429e+00 1.632469e-01 4.556047e-01
PP N = 160 1.667997e-01 1.320983e+00 8.423445e-02 5.159942e-01
PP N = 300 1.959193e-01 1.174578e+00 1.118021e-01 1.327273e+00
PP N = 600 2.194617e-01 1.120164e+00 7.662251e-02 6.853405e-01
KWH N = 10 6.266680e-03 0.000000e+00 6.769781e-01 0.000000e+00
KWH N = 20 2.319220e-02 3.700875e+00 6.305985e-01 9.314903e-01
KWH N = 40 1.613457e-02 6.956892e-01 5.555040e-01 8.809156e-01
KWH N = 80 1.675510e-02 1.038460e+00 5.150977e-01 9.272619e-01
KWH N = 160 1.839428e-02 1.097832e+00 4.611401e-01 8.952478e-01
KWH N = 300 1.604455e-02 8.722572e-01 4.018010e-01 8.713209e-01
KWH N = 600 1.301064e-02 8.109072e-01 3.162741e-01 7.871410e-01
Table 25. HOM. p = 5. N = 10, 20, 40, 80, 160, 300, 600. osc(∞) and
smear(∞).
approximation of the sinusoidal solutions are such that the detector is activated even when the solution is
well captured and smooth. This can be due to the fact that the coefficients of the Taylor series associated
to the the solution (for t = 0) around the points of the form x = k5 , for k = −2,−1, 0, 1, 2, are much larger
in the even exponents than in the odd ones. Even in that case, this shows a weak point of KWH since
it activates the artificial viscosity in unnecessary situations. In the rest of the cases the shock detectors
are not activated for fine enough meshes so the convergence is again almost quadratic for both h and
p. We have carried out the same test with p = 5 instead of p = 4 (Figs. 40(e) and 40(f)) to be able
to analyse the convergence of the method. In this second case we can appreciate how the case p = 1 is
much worse than the rest, as expected because the method is defined for high order. We have not taken
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(a) PP. (b) KWH.
Fig. 37. Test 20. HOM. p = 5. N = 10, 20, 40, 80, 160, 300, 600. Solutions.
Fig. 38. Test 20. HOM. (p,N) = (5, 300). AD at t1501 (Nt = 3601).
into account the values of the error for p = 1 to compute the convergence of the methods since it is not
their purpose to work with low order methods. We can conclude that the order of approximation in this
case is O
(
h2
p1.3
)
. In this case the p-convergence is highly degradated which means that the methods are
still adding viscosity when the degree of approximation is raised even if the solution is smooth. This is a
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(a) t3 (Nt = 901). (b) t451 (Nt = 901).
Fig. 39. Test 20. HOM. (p,N) = (8, 50). AD at different time steps.
Method-p N = 50 N = 100 N = 200 N = 400
PP p = 1 4.256231e-01 6.771529e-02 1.610171e-02 4.037838e-03
PP p = 2 6.366150e-02 1.605332e-02 4.026258e-03 1.007968e-03
PP p = 4 1.605367e-02 4.026234e-03 1.007964e-03 2.521329e-04
PP p = 8 4.026658e-03 1.023934e-03 2.686211e-04 7.780141e-05
KWH p = 1 9.344178e-01 7.595833e-01 6.166661e-01 4.397846e-01
KWH p = 2 6.366150e-02 1.605332e-02 4.026258e-03 1.007968e-03
KWH p = 4 8.298676e-01 6.812466e-01 5.095748e-01 3.494944e-01
KWH p = 5 1.028806e-02 2.578279e-03 6.452589e-04 1.613731e-04
KWH p = 8 4.026658e-03 1.023934e-03 2.686211e-04 7.780141e-05
Table 26. Test 5 (smooth). HOM. p = 1, 2, 4, 8 and p = 1, 2, 4, 5, 8. N =
50, 100, 200, 400. L2-errors.
very bad skill that we would like to avoid.
Since we have already seen that the methods present some problems when the order of approximation is
not high enough, we have decided to test the hp convergence in the non smooth test 19 with p = 6, 8, 10, 12
and N = 25, 50, 100, instead of the usual p = 1, 2, 4, 8.
In both cases the h-convergence of the method seems to be of order O (h0.35), what is a bit worse than
in the previous results with respect to h. However the p-convergence is of order O (p−0.15) for PP and
O (p−0.2) for KWH, which is a bit better than in the CGSC schemes as we would expect since the HOM
work better for higher orders. Nevertheless the error is so much larger than for GJV that the values for
p = 8, for example, are smaller in the GJV case than for both HOM. We want to stress that although the
L2-error decays with h and p, not all the spurious oscillations are controlled. To illustrate this behaviour
we plotted in Fig. 42 the solution of Test 20 with (p,N) = (12, 100) using both methods. It can be
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(a) PP AD. h-convergence . (b) PP. p-convergence.
(c) KWH. h-convergence. (d) KWH. p-convergence (p = 1, 2, 4, 8).
(e) KWH. h-convergence. (f) KWH. p-convergence (p = 1, 2, 5, 8).
Fig. 40. Test 5 (smooth). HOM. p = 1, 2, 4, 8 or p = 1, 2, 5, 8. N =
50, 100, 200, 400. hp-convergence.
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Method-p N = 25 N = 50 N = 100
PP p = 6 9.181994e-02 6.885908e-02 5.462958e-02
PP p = 8 8.368396e-02 6.192664e-02 4.943974e-02
PP p = 10 7.930592e-02 5.906326e-02 4.616627e-02
PP p = 12 8.058035e-02 5.835533e-02 4.449174e-02
KWH p = 6 8.949355e-02 6.808731e-02 5.410071e-02
KWH p = 8 7.926317e-02 6.285570e-02 5.069923e-02
KWH p = 10 7.340645e-02 5.850879e-02 4.721268e-02
KWH p = 12 7.014577e-02 5.502127e-02 4.440183e-02
Table 27. Test 20 (nonsmooth). HOM. p = 6, 8, 10, 12. N = 25, 50, 100.
L2-errors.
(a) PP AD. h-convergence. (b) PP. p-convergence.
(c) KWH. h-convergence. (d) KWH. p-convergence.
Fig. 41. Test 20 (nonsmooth). HOM. p = 6, 8, 10, 12. N = 25, 50, 100. hp-
convergence.
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(a) PP and KWH. (b) Detail of (a).
Fig. 42. Test 20. HOM. (p,N) = (12, 100). Solutions.
clearly appreciated in the detail of the Fig. 42(b) that there are remaining oscillations near to the shock.
We would like the method to dump these spurious oscillations, so this is not a good behaviour for any of
the detectors.
Even though after these several test we have already rejected the possibility of working with these meth-
ods, we are going to show the results of the CG-adaptivity and constant dependence that we have tested.
Fig. 43 shows a comparative of the results of both methods with CG and DG. Clearly the results are
worse when using continuous methods, specially in the KWH case where the oscillations gained ampli-
tude. In the PP case, the method is over diffusive in the bottom part and infradiffusive in the upper part.
This is, in fact, a tendency that the original method already showed and that is worsen in the CG case.
The difference between the top and the bottom comes from the fact that, when analysing the decaying of
the modes, the contribution of the first mode is practically zero near from the bottom while it is larger in
the regions where the function takes value 1. So the detector tends to be activated more in the bottom
regions than in the upper part. The increment of the oscillations in both cases can be due to the fact
that the CG method is much more unstable than DG for this kind of solutions as it was shown in Fig. 1.
In order to avoid the unstabilities of the original CG method we can apply the HOM to the SUPG stabi-
lized solution. The results obtained for Test 11 and (p,N) = (6, 50) are shown in Fig. 44. PP improves a
little bit but not considerably and KWH becomes too overdiffusive so we would not consider this option
to improve the methods.
We also wanted to check how the solutions depend on the constants associated to each method. On
one hand we vary the maximum viscosity ε0 for both methods and on the other, we vary the parame-
ter κ in PP. We have computed the solution of Test 19 with (p,N) = (6, 40) and we chose the values
ε0 = 0.5/p, 1/p, 2/p and κ = 0, 1, 2. Results are plotted in Fig. 45 and it can be clearly appreciated that
both methods are sensitive to constant, specially for ε0.
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(a) PP with DG. (b) PP with CG.
(c) KWH with DG. (d) KWH with CG.
Fig. 43. Test 11. HOM. (p,N) = (8, 50). Solutions for DG and CG.
As before, we tried to implement this method with fully implicit integration in time at each time step
to see how they behave. We solved Test 19 with (p,N) = (8, 40). We have used the same tolerance
and number of iterations than in Chapter 8. The nonlinear iterations did not converge in most of the
time steps for PP. When using KWH, there were only 3 out of 641 time steps in which the nonlinear
iteration did not converge. Even so, Fig. 46 shows how worse the results are when using the fully implicit
method. In this case, contrary to what happen with EV, the method becomes too less dissipative when
fully implicit integration in time is applied.
We condensed all the previous results in Table 28 (oscillation and smear orders are chosen with N = 400
for p = 1 and with N = 300 in the case of p = 5).
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(a) PP. (b) KWH.
Fig. 44. Test 11. HOM. (p,N) = (6, 50). Solutions with and without SUPG.
PP KWH
Consistency For p large enough For p large enough
TVD No No
Spurious Oscillations when
refined
Yes Yes
osc(∞), p = 1 1.76e-01 1.25e-01
smear(∞), p = 1 5.79e-02 4.88e-01
osc(2), p = 1 1.41e-02 7.55e-03
smear(2), p = 1 4.26e-02 1.12e-01
osc(∞), p = 5 1.96e− 01 1.60e− 02
smear(∞), p = 5 1.11e− 01 4.02e− 01
h-conv smooth 2 2
p-conv smooth −1.3 (very bad) −1.3 (very bad)
h-conv non-smooth 0.35 0.35
p-conv non-smooth −0.15 −0.2
CG adaptability Yes (but worse) Very bad
Dependence on ε0 Strong Strong
Dependence on κ Strong NA
Fully implicite time
integration
Not convergent Convergent but worse results
Table 28. HOM. Summary of the results
In both cases the h-convergence of the method seems to be of order O (h0.35), what is a bit worse than
in the previous results with respect to h. However the p-convergence is of order O (p−0.15) for PP and
O (p−0.2)
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(a) PP, ε0 = 0.5/p, 1/p, 2/p. (b) PP, κ = 0, 1, 2.
(c) KWH , ε0 = 0.5/p, 1/p, 2/p.
Fig. 45. Test 20. HOM. (p,N) = (8, 40). Variation of constants.
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Fig. 46. Test 19. KWH. (p,N) = (8, 40). Explicit AD (blue) vs. Fully implicit
AD (green). T = 10−4. Mmax = 100.
Conclusions
10.1. Summary
This work includes a state-of-the-art experimental evaluation of shock-capturing techniques for Galerkin
methods and two new SC techniques are proposed by the author. The most interesting methods in the
literature have been implemented as well as one of the proposed methods. Only the most interesting
results have been discussed.
We grouped them in three sets. The first of them was intended to shock capturing schemes for CG
methods and it included the novel GJV which is a modification of the one in [8]. It was shown how this
new method is clearly better than the rest in terms of convergence, diminishing of spurious oscillations,
good performance for all order of approximations and adaptability to DG.
The second group was composed by two limiters: SL and KM. KM could be understood as a generaliza-
tion of SL for any order of approximation thus, it performe much better than SL for high order methods.
In fact the results obtained with KM are very accurate and do not present spurious oscillations at all.
Finally high order discontinuous methods were introduced. It was observed that both PP and KWH did
not perform acceptably in different kinds of tests. They perform very bad when they are applied with
linear elements and in some situations PP does not diminish the spurious oscillations for refined meshes.
In global it can be said that no improvement was noticed when using DG insted of CG even though it
could be expected that DG methods would perform better since they admit discontinuous solutions. But,
in fact, both PP and KWH methods are discarded to future works because they only work for high order
methods and even in that case, they do not always manage to control the spurious oscillations around
the shock. On the other hand KM offered very good results and it is a very good SC for Finite Volumes
methods. But the fact that it can only be applied with DG methods and that it can not be used with
fully implicit time integration are drawbacks that we do not want our FE SC to have. In conclusion GJV
has raised as the most efficient SC technique among the ones presented in this work.
We want to stress the fact that the criteria to detect a shock in GJV is similar to the one used by the
limiters. So one could say that the GJV combines the good performance shown by the limiters detectors
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with the adaptability of the artificial viscosity schemes. So clearly the most adaptable and effective shock
capturing method for our interests is the GJV.
10.2. Future developments
Future investigation inspired by this work would be to analyse and improve the gradient jump viscosity
method. Even when it has been proved experimentally that this method is clearly the most competitive
among all the methods proposed we have found some weak points that should be analysed and optimized
if possible.
One first step should be to adapt the method to DG with high order approximation. Good results are
obtained when the method is adapted to DG with low degrees of approximation (p < 5) but the method
seems to be overdiffusive for high orders (p = 8).
Once the method is formulated for both CG and DG, an analysis should be perform to find the range
for ν that ensures that the DMP hold for the method. Convergence of nonlinear iterations in any order
of approximation should also be analysed.
Finally the method should be generalized for higher dimensions in order to be used in more complex
problems. Also, given the good results obtained for different orders of approximation and for DG meth-
ods, GJV seems to be the perfect shock capturing method to use with hp-adapted meshes.
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